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As vou're ^lancin^ at this particular page, we encourage vou to sit in a comfortable place. If vou desire to take
this a step further, put vour feet up and be still.
There's something beautiful in moments like this. It's not necessarily about the moment itsell being worth

anything out of the ordinary — it's about taking time to intentionally notice what's around rou. When tliis
happens, you allow it to become sacred, you allow it to change you.
What you're holding in your hands is a product of The Student Collective — the George Fox community. We,
tlie creatiye team behind this endeayor, haye a deep seated loye for tliis place and trust us when we say it's not

a blind loye. We see the faults, we understand its imperfections, but if auMliing, amidst any reason our hearts

haye to be unsettled, we can speak truthfully and say we are all deeply grateful for George Fox Llniyersity.
In all sincerity, we neyer intended for this to replace the yearbook. If anything, tlie drought was solely to
create an outlet for artistically-minded students who are passionate about the uniyersity and desire to show

this affection through a holistic lens of simplicity and creativity. Howeyer, things ineyitably grow and change
and we arc thankful for the unexpected opportunity to take part in capturing diese moments.
So, with that, we trust as you read the following pages (and scan for photos of yourself and friends), you'll not

only take time to think of what directly pertains to you in this particular year and skip oyer the rest. Instead,
sink deeply into the beauty around. Be immersed in the simple, vet impacting culture of our campus, our community, and
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the mystery qfjaith.
Onward

The Student Collective
Creative Team I 2013-14
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CONTINUING THE LEGACY

L'ami

ExcerptJrom L'ami
1935

L'ami [French] - friend; noun

"As the college strides forward in the march of progress, ever

after a backward glance, she gathers, more closely around her
the garments of earlier times, and clings to those blessings that
survive from the beginning. If this first t'earbook can harbor
eventful memories of the past while serving as a guideposl for
the future, its mission has been fulfilled."
- The Associated Students ofPacific College

former name of George Fox University)

AUTUMN
I am struck by the simplicity oj
light in the atmosphere in the
autumn, as ji ~the earth absorbed
none, and out ofthis profusion oJ
dazzling light came the
autumnal tints.

Henry David Thoreau
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STORY PORTRAITS
lEI'-t
/'It the core <^true academic study is the
ability to approach any subject with open
cars and an open heart.

In selecting thefollowing studcntsfacuhy

i', "m,! I'-'i
1^.

worked diligently to nominate those who
theyfelt exhibited this trait.
Ifanything, we hope to not only honor the
nominees as individuals, but paint a
holistic portrait(fthe
George Fox community.
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

Sara Stankovic

Connor Schaefer

Why did vou decide to major in your specific discipline?

■ Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

It is the one major that best encompasses my interests,

I love learning about odier places and cultures around

my talents, my experience, and mv passion. And,
hopefullv, it will serve as a good base for studying

die world, especially in how thev relate to mv own
culture and experience..

international law in die near future. Woohoo!!

What are some irurs you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

Wm-

I enjoyed learning from and with my community. I diink

W

Wm-' . 1;
mmm

jr ' K-vi

diat all of us bring somediing unique and valuable to the
table, and I am a piece of that larger puzzle.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox.'

We can't experience more of God without experiencing

more of diversity: diversity of people, cultures, ideas,
places, etc. Diversity brings not only beauty, but also
P5a~ .

many opportunities to grow and change.
If you could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

■

What are some irars you hare played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I've been involved in a number of different political/

internadonal discussion groups widi students from all
kinds of different disciplines. I've also been involved in
groups and events meant to help .American and
internadonal students come to a better understanding
of one another.

■ IVhat is one life lesson rou'rc learned while here at Fox?

I've learned how valuable it is to acdvelv pursue

meaningful friendships and reladonships with all kinds of
people; students, professors, church friends, and others.
■ Ifyou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

I like being myself, but if I could be someone else for
a few weeks, I would probably choose a person with a
good decision-making position. It would be a good

Tom Head! He's a great professor, an incrediblv nice guy,

and very knowledgeable and helpful.

opportunity to implement a couple of
I-';-'!

Sara Stankovic

Connor Schaefer

Age: 23

Age: 22

Hometown: Leskovac, Serbia

Hometown: Portland, Oregon

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Senior

Major: International Studies

Major: International Studies
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changes on campus.
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JOURNALISM

Leah Abraham

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?
I first declared mvself as a Journalism major (print concentration) because... well... I wasn't
particularly good at anvtliing else. I wasn't even sure tliat I wanted to be a Journalist! But once
I started to take classes and write more, I realized tliat tliis is where I belong! Journalism

encompasses my love for people + innovative ideas + writing + culture + story. It makes me
curious about this world and evokes a need for adventure.Thanks to tliis major, along witli

Melanie Mock's mentorship and constant encouragement, I have found so much of mvself,
especially as a writer.
What arc some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I serve as tlie Arts & Culture/ Features editor for the Crescent. I'm also helping out with the
Wineskin (GFU literary magazine) this year!!
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?
I've learned diat everyone and everydiing has a story. It's hard to discriminate, judge, hate, and
create boundaries when you take time to learn about die story. I have learned (and am sdll
learning) to listen with an open heart and and dig deep to find die story. Never be afraid to ask

the hard questions, no matter how awkward it may seem. Context always matters.

Ifyou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

If you don't know Monica Scigliano, co-creator of "Reggae Tuesdays," dien you're missing out.
Monica is fearless -- she will ask the hard/taboo questions, venture out to the unknown, notice
the unnoticed, live life at the intersection of adventure and enlightenment, make room for
grace and stories, and love with no boundaries. She has shown me what it means to live life

wholeheartedly and see the divine in everydiing + everyone.
Leah Abraham

Age: 20

Hometown: Portland, Oregon
Year in School: Junior
Major: Journalism
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ATHLETIC TRAINING

Why did vou decide to major in your specijic discipline?

Because it's a combination of two of my favorite tilings, Sports and Medicine.

IITjuf arc some wars vou have plaved an integral role ivithin
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I consider myself to be a bit of a bridge builder between groups of people. I hate cliques, so I

try my hardest to get people to sit togetlier or interact with each other."Be Known" is more
than just our school's slogan to me.

What is one life lesson rou're learned while here at Fox?

You get out of sometliing, however much you're willing to put into it. An example would be
wanting to be IN community with people around you, but not being willing to step out of vour
comfort zone and meet people.
If vou could be anv other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and whv?

Definitely Byron Shenk, one of my athletic training professors. He's smart, tells the best stories
plus dude still kicks butt in the weight room!

H.A.E,THIS is your Home!

Joe Djanga
Age: 23

Hometown: Beaverton, Oregon
Year in School: 3th

Major: Athletic Training
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POLITICS

Elisabeth Tissell

Whv did you decide to major in your specijic diseipline?
I found myself fascinated by current events and discussions about how to solve social problems.
I entered Fox as a social work major because I have always wanted to help people. I changed to

politics because it was a better match for my personality and gifts. I am still eager to help
people, resolve conflicts, and better tlie world. My focus now, however, is fixing tlae system
rather than dealing with the consequences of its brokenness.
What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

W'-"'

if'.

I led the International Justice Mission campus chapter for tlu'ee years, during wliich time we
advocated about die issue of human trafficking. I have also participated in a discussion group

centered around The Economist magazine; in diis group we discuss contemporary events and
their implications.

IlTiat is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?
Never take people for granted.
If you could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

f.': L'f < -A

Ur-

To he perfectly honest, I would not want to he anyone else. I do not mean this in a selfish
or arrogant way. I am simply content being myself. God has blessed me with family, friends,
scholarly passion, and a dioughtful heart for others. With all these blessings,
what more could I desire?

Elisabeth Tissell

Age; 22

Hometown: Seattle,Washington
Year in School: Senior

Major: Politics
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Jessica Jocoy

NURSING

Torrey Dooley

■ Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

Honestly, God pointed me towards nursing. Every since
I can remember I've wanted to become a veterinarian-1

love animals especially cats, dogs, and ferrets. However,
when I got accepted into George Fox, I didn't feel that

calling anymore. Since then God has guided me in my
journey through nursing school and even though there
has been ups and downs,I'm glad that I have had this
experience because it has helped me grow in my faith.
■ What are some ways you have played an integral role within

■ Why did you decide to major in \ our specific discipline?

I love people and I cnjov hclpintj people wiien thev need
help.
I What are some ways you haye played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community.'

I am one of the older students in the protiram, so I tend
to encourage the vounger students to do their best, and
to not get down on themselves when they do not receive
A's on there tests, or homework.

your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I've been a member of the Nursing Club for 3 years and
was also elected the President of the organization my
senior year. In addition, I have been privileged to have

What is one life lesson you're learned while here at Fox.'
I can trust God with everything.

been nominated by my classmates as Student Liaison my

If you could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would

junior and senior year. Since sophomore year, I have had

you be and why?

the opportunity to be an Anatomy & Physiology,
I would be Alejandro Ruelas. He is an awesome pet son
and has a lot of the same values that I do. Alejandro is

Microbiology, Pathophysiology, Pharmacology,
and Medical-Surgical teacher's assistant.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

also a stellar student.

The biggest lesson that I have learned is to truly trust in
God in every area of my life. I have found this to be true
in my academic, social, and spiritual life and I'm still
continuing to learn how to better rely on God. No
matter what happens, God's plan will prevail and all

m

will be well. One of the things that I always tell other
students is that they have to take each day one day at a
time just as it says in Matthew 6:34- if not, it's easier to

Jessica Jocoy

Torrev Doolev

Age: 22

.Age: 3o

Hometown: Myrtle Creek, Oregon

Hometown: Palmdale, California

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Junior

Major: Nursing

Major: Nursing

become overwhelmed.

Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

I would want to be Cindy Rozcicha.The moment I first

met her I told myself,"I'm going to be just like her

someday. Even though I have never worked side-by-side
with her on a labor and delivery unit, I know without a

doubt that she is an excellent nurse because her nursing
care and wisdom are evident in all that she does. Cindy
holds herself with a confidence and calm reassurance

that I wish to possess. She is an efficient communicator,

a friendly person, and effective teacher. Lastly, Cindy
strives to support the Christian morals that most of our

society has now dismissed. .She shows her love for every
person, speaks with kind words, and acts with integrity
while encouraging us to do so as well.
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Bryan Muller

Whj didjou decide to major in your specific discipline?

I picked Computer Science because I've had a passion for computers and technology ever
since I was about 6 years old. I built my first computer (on my own) when I was 12, 1 studied

hardware design in high school, and presently own a small business that builds and repairs
computers for small-medium sized businesses.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I have made several friends who are a couple years younger and have helped through a lew of
their classes, provided support, and even tutored them. A couple of these friends have even
told me that they look up to me as an older brother. For 10+ hours a week, I work in the I T

and Media Production departments at George Fox and am able to serve the community on an
almost daily basis there as well.

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

One of the strongest lessons that pops out at me is to never give up, and to never lose hope.
During college, many students will be faced with some major hurdles in life, some much more

!!+•:

so than others.Whatever happens though, you can't give up hope, find people you can trust,
confide in them,and support each other through hardship. In the end, you will be a far stronger

person for it who then later on will have experience, which you can use to help others.
..'■v + l'n

fyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you he and why?

One person I greatly admire would be Mitchell Main, my roommate. Over the past few years,
Mitch has helped me through a great deal of life's challenges, has always been there when I
needed him, and over the years has become someone I deeply respect and look up to.
Another person would be Dakota Geil. I only met him at the start of Fall Semester of 2013,

but he has quickly become a best friend. Over the past several months, he has demonstrated
qualities that can only be found in real friends. He is an amazing listener, will never judge you,

Bryan Muller

and is one of the most compassionate people I know.

et Matthew Swanson within the first 15 minutes of moving into Pennington Hall during
eshman year. During these last four years, he has embraced my geekiness to no-end, and
reminds me that there is always more to life than just work 24/7. He is one of the most honest
and genuine friends I am pleased to have met.
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Age: 22

Hometown: Happy Valley, Oregon
Year in School: Senior

Major: Computer Science/Information Systems
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Olivia Anderson

Ian Rutledge

Whj didjou decide to major in jour specijic discipline?

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

I chose to be aTheatre major, because at an early age I
fell in love with the craft and ministry of storytelbng.
People have a very close relationship with stories. Stories
reflect the human condition and play an active role in

THEATRE

When trying to decide what major to chose- I looked
for what I was good at and liked. I found that I had a love

for story telling and a deep pa.ssion for acting, and I lelt
strongly that God was calling me to study theatre.

shaping who we allow ourselves to become.Theatre is an

amazing vehicle through which a community can wrestle

with this kind of truth together. It is pretty life-giving to
be apart of that.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?
i

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

It takes a lot of work, and a lot of hands to stage a
production, so there have been many opportunities to

show that have acted in here at Fox and the 8th show

that Ihave been involved widi since freshman vear.1 his

year I joined the University Players (the theaters touring

Bryan Boyd for the past three years, a cast member of
University Players for two seasons, and have been in the

ministry group) and helped create our traveling show:
Highway 18. I work for both the costume shop and the
scene shop (where we build the sets lor the shows) and

main stage productions: A Servant ofTwo Master,
Enchanted April, andThe Game's Afoot. I have also had

am a member of the theatre honor society
Alpha Psi Omega.

get involved. I have been aTA to our Technical Director

the chance to work as an electrician for The Broken, as
the assistant stage manager for the House of Bernarda
Alba, and as the house manager for Parade and am
currently a member of APO. Each of these opportunities
has been a great chance to work with the wonderful and

hardworking people in our department-family.
hat is one lije lesson you ve learned while here at Fox?

I have learned that if you are Fox student, Fred Meyers
becomes a bizarre twilight zone between your home life
and school life. Everyone will be there.You may just zip
in for bagels, but you undoubtedly run into three kids
from your Bible Survey class, your first grade crush and
your middle school math teacher.

m

The theaters current production of Ken Ludwig's "The
Game's Afoot or Holmes ForThe Holidays" is the 5th

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox.'

-i

We are called to be servants in what ever field we are in.

So don't go after a degree with the question "how will
this degree help me?" But rather "how can this training
help others-through me?"

Ifyou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would

lii

you be and why?

Iff could be any other member of the Fox community I

would like to be Professor Bryan Boyd. His love for his
craft and dedication to his students understanding is only
overshadowed by his love for his family, and I am so very
grateful for his example and leadership.

Ifyou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you he and why?

If I could be another student I would be Hailey
Meekins for about 50 thousand reasons, some of which

Olivia Anderson

Ian Rutledge

Age: 21

Age: 20

Hometown; Newberg, Oregon

Hometown: Priest River, Idaho

Year in School: Junior

Year in School: Junior

Major: Theatre

Major: Theatre

I will list: she is incredibly witty, she's great at math, she
loves puzzles and can outrun me any day of the week,
and she s the kind of person who brings life into a room.
I look up to Hailey for her deep desire to do right by
people, her incredible capacity for hard work, and her

integrity. I think she's one of the most courageous,
compassionate and clever people I know.

THE STUDENT COLLECTIVE
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HISTORY

Kylee Parker

fVhj did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

I have always been passionate about history.There is nothing in the world that becomes more
intriguing or mysterious than discovering how things came to be the way they are. It tends to

get a bad rep and is most notably viewed as "boring", but when it is studied, taught, and
explored in the right manner, it becomes a truly fascinating study.

Wm

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I began working in the history office my sophomore year. It was a great experience because I
got the opportunity to make relationships with other students and faculty in the department.

My senior year, I have had the opportunity to be Kerry Irish'sTA for the entry level American

history courses. It requires me to become very familiar with the material he teaches since I am
expected to conduct study and/or tutoring sessions for the students.This has been great in
expanding my knowledge about American history as well as become more familiar with the
tasks and responsibilities of becoming a future educator.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

One life lesson I have learned is to take advantage of every opportunity that presents itself to
you.You never know what you are capable of until you take yourself out of your comfort zone

and take on responsibilities you never thought you could accomplish. Doing this also opens
many other doors where more experience, partnerships, and friendships can be made.

fyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

I would be Kerry Irish. He is one of the most intelligent humans I have ever met when it comes
to America s past. He truly makes history come alive, and if you have ever taken one of his
courses, you know exactly what I'm talking about.

Kylee Parker
Age: 22
Hometown: Orting,Washington
Year in School: Senior

Major: Fdistorv
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Joey Canepa

Anna Reister

IlTir did you decide to

I had a teacher in liigh school who sparked the interest
in biology, then when I came here the people in the
department sealed the deal! Their quarkv flare stole my

I've always loved animals and have watched nature
documentaries since I was a little kid. I originally wanted

heart and have continued to foster my interest and

Biology and Cinema and Media Communications double
major to pursue this, hut realized this was prettv much
impossible so I shifted to the Biology side of nature
documentaries. Since my fresliman year, I have grown to
enjoy biology not just for the animal behavior and
anatomy topics, hut also for die cell and molecular
topics. I am now considering a career in some field of

love of tlie sciences.

mssmt'

¥m-W

W^-

I

What are some iiuri' you haye played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?
One of my lavorite parts of our biology department is
the people witliin. Having had a job in die department
in the stocki-oom and propping labs has helped me get
to know students and staff diat pass on through. I also

i-- -,; ■

;:^t-

specific discipline?

llTir did vou decide to major in your specijic discipline?

lor in

your

to make nature documentaries so I started out as a

healdt c£ire hut I am still deciding.

■ What are some irars you haye played an integral role within

have enjoyed helping out students dirough Sigma Zeta or
Ambassadors. I hope my presence in the department is

your major/department as well as the GFU community?

a positive one, supporting staff and students and making

I do research with Dr. Donald Powers on physiological

people feel welcome.

response of hummingbirds to global climate change, I

What is one life lesson you'ye learned while here at Fox?

the biology and chemistry stockrooms as lab support.
In reference to the GFU community, I plaved drums for
Spanish chapel during my freshman and sophomore year
and also for the salsa dance my sophomore year.

have been a lahTA for General Biology, and I work in

How to he in community. Community is something so

vital to the human experience and being able to share
common interests, may it he science or music or
humorous jokes, is life giving and so important!

■ JVhat is one life lesson you'ye learned while here at Fox?
I have learned that growing is somediing you do, not

Ifyou could be unr other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

I would he Amherly Vincent. She loves people so much!
She shows this in her dedication to Res Life and SpiL,
and to her friends and family around her. She also has

Anna Reister

Joey Canepa

great hair! Who wouldn't want diat mane!

sometliing drat happens passively. It takes work,
discipline, and an open mind to grow as a person.
■ fyou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

I would choose to he John Hodges because he is the most

genuinely kind and humble person I have met in my

Age: 21

Age: 20

Hometown: Eugene, Oregon

Hometown: Sherwood, Oregon

Year in School: Junior

Year in School: Junior

Major: Biology

Major: Biology
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entire life.
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Chris Holland

ir/if did vou decide to major in your specific discipline?

I love building and creating tilings plus I'm good with madi so i decided engineering was a
good fit for me. I specilicallv chose civil because it is so important vet I feel it gets much less
recognition than other areas of engineering.
What arc some iidrs rou have plavcd an integral role within
vour major/department as well as the GFU community?

I have played an integral role by working on teams, and with otlier colleges to understand
classes. In die GFU community, my servant engineering team has helped restore a section of
Hess Creek and working on designing and building a hike shelter on campus.

What is one life lesson I'ou're learned while here at Fox?

One life lesson I've learned is really good, deep conversations often occur around 4 am.
^ If vou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

I would he my roommate Chris Stanfield because he's a really awesome guy, plus I've always
wondered what it would he like to he a foot taller.

Chris Holland

Age: 21

Hometown; Redwood Valley, California
Year in School: Junior
Major: Civil Engineering
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MATHEMATICS

Megan Arnoldy

Sarah Gilmore

nVir did vou decide to major in vour spccijic discipline?

llTir did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

I have always wanted to be a teacher and I really enjoy

1 actually never tliought I would be a matli major. But,

math!

towards tlie end of my senior year of high school, mv
calculus teacher encouraged me to diink about it. So,

IVhat are some u ji s l ou have plaved an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I did - and decided to sign up for an elective matli class
during my first semester at Fox. I ended up loving it,
and changed my major (from elementary education)
before tlie spring semester started.

The Women's Basketball team, Peer Advisors, S-AAC.

Il'/iat are some irars you baye played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?
What is one lije lesson rou'vc learned while here at Fox?

Surround yourself with ^ood people. I have been so

blessed by the community and support at Fox and am
very thankful for my time here.

The cool thing about tlie math department is that it's
really small. There are only 9 oi us graduating this vear,

and we've spent a lot of time together — especially late at
night in Lemmons, trying to finish our homework! Even
tliotigh we're all really different, we've become really

f
IJ^ you could be any other GFU student /Jaculty, who would
you be and why?
Jessica Beliel because she's the nicest.

close... and I like tliat. I've also had tlie opportunity to
be aT.A for a matli class, and do summer research with

one of my professors. Outside of die math department,
I've been an RA for 3 years, and been a part of the track
team. Those two experiences have helped me create
some of my favorite memories from the past four vears!
What is one life lesson you'ye learned while here at Fox?

"It's okay to ask for help." I'm pretty independent and
determined, and I like trying to do everything by nivself.

Being an RA and taking really hard classes has taught me
that I can't always rely on my own abilities.
Asking friends, professors, and God for help is an okaything to do!

Megan Arnoldy

Sarah Gilmore

If you could be any other GFU student /Jaculty, who would

Age; 22

Age; 21

Fiometown: Moose Pass, Alaska

Hometown; Newberg, Oregon

Year in School: Senior

Year in School; Senior

Major; Mathematics

Major; Mathematics

vou be and why?

I would be Joey Bareither because he's really punny, and
he rocks at art.
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FASHION DESIGN

Jose Benitez

Whv did vou decide to major in four specific discipline?
I chose to major in Graphic Design and Fashion because tlie mix of art and clotliing was always
so interesting to me I was beginning to notice and admire graphic tees when I was in middle

school and early in high school but tlte two clicked when I was exposed to Shepard Fairevs
clothing line "Obey" and odier Streetwear brands.

What are some navs fou have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I believe I bring a lot of diversity. Not just in my edinicity but also in my personality, design
style and concepts.

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?
I've learned to not to try to be better than anyone else because then whatever you create comes
from an unhealthy negative place. But if you work hard and continue to challenge yourself it
will show in your work and you could still have respect for yourself and odier students.
If you could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would
vou be and why?

1 try not entertaining the diought of being anyone else but myself but there are several students
that have certain characterisdcs diat 1 really admire. Angelo Florez has a dedication to learn and
takes him into different areas and sdcks to it even when it's challenging.
Elisa Hutsell & Kacee Woods have an incredible work ediic and it shows in the class room and in

their work. But if I could be more like anyone else it would be my sister Janet Benitez who has
always been a good student and is the most repressible person I know.

Jose Benitez
Age: 21

Hometown: Santa Ana, California
Year in School: Junior

Major: Graphic Design and Fashion Design
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SPANISH

Jamie Neavill

Matthew Swanson
■ Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

Iff

■

I chose Spanish because in high school I loved tlie

I was drawn to this study because I leel a connection to

language and worked on farms willi manv migrant

tlie language; I have ever since I started taking Spanish

workers and felt like I needed to be able to relate

classes in middle school. I came in to Fox planning to
enter a different field of studv, hut I was fascinated by

more with tliem.

^ 1

U'/ir did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

■ What arc some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

In the Spanish department, the professors frequently
come to me for technology help and I have helped
Spanish chapel worship hands with their setup and

Spanish/Latin American literature and culture, and
thrilled by tlie opportunities to learn and serve in the
Hispanic community here in Newberg.Through diese
learning/serving experiences, I've felt a call to serve this
community tliat is so often marginalized here in the US.
What are some irars you have played an integral role within

sound. In the GFU community, I run sound for events

your major/department as well as the GFU community.'

and chapel, stream Bruin sports games online, and have
helped lead many small worship sessions during events.

I've been blessed to work in tlie Spanish Department in

varying capacities during tliese last tliree years. I've both
■ What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

tutored and been tutored by fellow students studying
Spanish.

One life lesson I've learned while at Fox is how much I

rely on and appreciate others, as well as God. I used to
think I could handle everything and was very stressed,

hut recently I have been more open about my burdens

That we're not meant to walk alone. If we are to pursue

and trials and I feel more connected to my

God, or die way of Jesus, we need community. We need
to walk together, to carry each other's burdens, to
inspire one anodier, and to enjoy everything beautiful

friends and savior.

" If you could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you he and why?

speaks three languages, and cares more about otiiers than

Jamie Neavill

Age: 22

Age: 21

Hometown: Newberg, Oregon
Year in School: Senior

Hometown: Oregon City, Oregon

that is of God-together.

If you could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would

If I could he any other GFU student, I would he Luis
Magallanes because everybody knows and loves him, he
Matthew Swanson

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

vou be and why?
Debbie Berho; because she has a brilliant mind, an

himself. Also, the heard.

open, compassionate heart; she is wonderfully fluent in
Spanish, has diverse cultural understanding, and has
traveled through much (if not all of) Latin America.

I love rollerhlading and often use it as transportation

She is full of life every day, she knows who she is, and

to class (even in the snow). Also, while I was studying

in all this she manages a humility that allows her

abroad in Costa Rica I was hit in the head with a machete

to he approachable.

and my mother still doesn't know what the scar on my
Year in School: Senior

forehead is from

Major: Spanish/CMCO

Major: Spanish
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Tranquila, mae.[La vida es una sola!
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QUAKER HERITAGE

George Fox University

WORDS BY JULIA HOWELL

ORIGINS

CONTINUING TRADITION

When llic Chchalcm Monthly Meeting of Friends gath

Tltis particular mindset has been the core of the school

ered in 1884 to share about tlieir new life in Oregon,

they agreed there was much to be thanklul lor.They had their
strong faith, a rich community, and beautiful place to liye.
But tliere was one thing missing: a place to teach

along tlie way, but have never lost sight of dteir aim: to not

only be educated intellectually, but to be enriched spiritually

their children.

as tltey seek to follow Clirist in every part of dteir lives.

The Friends purchased four acres of land in Newberg,

Jamie Joltnson, die associate campus pastor of

recognizing it was perfect for a secondary school.
The Friends constructed two buildings and opened the

J

since it's start remains tlie same today at George Fox

University.The faculty and students have experienced bumps

Christian leadersliip, discipleship, and Friends leadership,

doors to Pacific Academy in 1885 with an initial class

recognizes the need to educate current students about
die school's Quaker roots."You might know that the term

of nineteen students.

Quaker or Friends is somehow connected with this place, but

The school was more successful than they could haye hoped,
attracting more and more students eyery year. Soon, many

what does diat mean?" says Jolinson."Knowing the what helps
our community better understand die how of what we do

of the students began looking lor options lor higher learning.

here, and what we hope our graduates will do upon
leaving diis place."
Upon learning of George Fox's Quaker heritage, many are

The Chehalem Friends met again in 1890 to consider what
could be done.They realized the solution was right in front

Pacific College was founded in June 1891.The first enrolled

uncertain of what it refers to. Some, seeking to find a point
of reference, diink of die well-known oatmeal brand.

class consisted of only fifteen students with two choices of

Fortunately, there is a lot more to die Quaker tradition than

majors: Classical Sttidies (Bachelor of Arts) and Scientilic
Studies (Bachelor of Science), fuition was S8 per term.

a hearty breakfast.The entire foundation of George Fox is

The Friends knew from the beginning die mission they hoped
the new school would accomjilish.They wrote this mission

enriclinient goes hand-in-hand widi intellectual growth.
So how does die university maintain Quaker tradition on a

in the first school catalog:"1 he object of this college shall be

campus of students who may have little or no idea

to give a thorough training in the Arts, and Sciences, and to

what it means?

teach diose subjects ordinarily coming in a course of college
training. It shall strive in every possible manner to spread

George Fox is unique among Christian universities in its
offering of a Quaker Studies minor. Students can take classes

of them: to add a college to the academy.

based on a tradition of hearty faidi and a belief that spiritual

Christian Culture."

like the History and Doctrine of Friends or Biblical Basis for

Soon, the young school was attracting so many students that

Peacemaking.The Spiritual Life office also hosts Quaker
Heritage Week each year, wTen students gather at chapel

the administration decided to relocate. In 1893, a plot of land
was purchased on the corner of Meridian and Sheridan and
the two buildings(now Hoover and Minthorn) were moved

services to learn what it means to be rooted in Friends

Quaker values were ingrained in every part of die Pacific

tradition. Chapel services, which are mandatory for students,
also reflect die faith origins of the school."There is less
production in our worship services than what you might

College education. Students were required to attend weekly
prayer meetings and Sunday devodons. No complaining
happened about these chapel services as students loved to

find in a typical evangelical church because Quakers
value simplicity," says Johnson.
Another value that is evident on campus is the practice

attend and in 1896, undergraduates themselves gave over

of waiting on God in silence.The Praver Chapel, located

100 sermons.

between Edwards residence hall and Weesner Village,

Students and faculty were also held to a strict conduct code.

provides a place for students to pray or reflect in silence.
Even the relationships between students and faculty show this

to the new location.

They were required to abstain from profanity, intoxicants,
tobacco, card playing, and dancing. Fortunately, there were

commitment to faith-oriented education. Professors go on

a variety of co-curricular activities and clubs including

a first-name basis with their students, which is unusual for a

football, basketball, track, soccer, baseball, drama club,

post-secondary institution.

glee club, and Cbristian Associations.

In its first years the school experienced financial struggles,

"That demonstrates equality," says Johnson,"which Quakers

but the staff and administration never lost sight of their goal
in founding the school. The administration were confident of

have always emphasized."

their purpose as written in the first school catalogue:
"Our efforts for Pacific College are for the Master;
this work is His."
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Drew Miller, a senior English major, has experienced the Quaker heritagejirst-hand as a student. He was raised in the
Friends church and is now a part of the community at George Fox.

What docs being a Quaker mean to t ou?

Do vou attend a Friends church in Xewberg?

Central to Quaker belief is the biblical idea of the Imago Dei,

Yes—Newherg Friends.

the reality that all people are made in die image of God, and
that God's presence dwells in all people. I highly identify widi

How have vou seen the Quaker tradition maintained at

this thought, which has radical implications for how we live;
if everyone is made in the image of God, then I have to love
everyone, or I am dishonoring God. Furthermore, Quakers
believe that each person and community has direct access to
God, whether or not they have access to the Bible or

George Fox, in the students,Jacultv and campus events?

have a Ph.D. in Bible.

higher education seems a hit ironic, as higher education
tends to he hierarchical and Quakers don't believe in

What brought vou to George Fox, a Quaker University?

hierarchy. Quaker students are a minority in the student
body as well as in the faculty and administration. At the

Because of the diversity of Quakers, different Quakers
would have verv different responses to this question. Some

would say that George Fox is hardly Quaker at all—Quaker

I had connections to the universitv through family and my
Quaker community.

same time, there are Quaker connections—we have access

Did you grow up going to a Friends church?

equality, justice, and a keen awareness for the working

to a Quaker studies minor, and there are pockets of the
university that, like liistorical Quakers, deeplv value
of the Floly Spirit.

Yes, I've been in the Friends Church all of my life. I have
found it to he a verv loving community, certainly widi flaws,
hut with an emphasis on following God rather than
following the rules.
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SERVE DAY 2014

Newberg, OR

This year s campus wide Serve Day included 1800 students, 200 faculty, and other members of the
commumty, A 6 hour work day with 89 different sites and over 1,200 cumulative hours of communitv
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ice were completed. In cooperation with Love INC, the whole George Fox community worked towards

essmg the surrounding Newberg area with yard work, house repair, cleaning, art projects, and general
^cts of kindness.
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1

GFU WALKABOUT

Sisters Wilderness Area

WORDS BY LEAH ABRAHAM

In fall 201 3, Li/.zv Riesc relumed to campus with a
lot of excitement. She had been waiting all summer
to come back and finally start her new job as a Resident

Assistant (RA). As a first time RA, Lizzy was thrilled
and a little nervous to meet her residents.

However, there was one daunting mountain that stood
in the wav of her meeting her residents — Walkabout.

Walkabout is an "adventure based experience designed
to inspire participants to exceed sell expectations, to
value and care for the wilderness, and to learn the

principles and practice the disciplines of leaderslaip
M

•'

within the context of a challenging and supportive
community." In other words. Walkabout is a weeklong
backpacking trip for RAs scheduled right before
move-in. The trip is intended to teach valuable
leadership and spiritual lessons.
RAs are divided into teams and sent off to tlie luscious

wilderness of Sisters, Oregon.They are equipped with
basic clotliing, lood, a prolessional wilderness guide, tlie
support of each other, and a lew tricks Residence Lile

it is a journey that a group takes together.
"To my surprise, Nikki, our guide, and James, mv AAC,

put their hands on me and assured me that I was capable
of making it to the top.Then the group surrounded me
and prayed over me. And from that moment on, I felt
reenergized, and even joyful! I knew could make it! And
we made it to the top! I summited with more energy
than I knew was possible!" Lizzy remarks.
As Lizzy stood on top of the mountain she had
conquered, she realized that the true summit
experience had little to do with getting to the top.
The true summit experience was all about allowing
herself to be vulnerable in front of her group, trusting
in the encouragement that she was showered with,

and pusliing tlirough the pain together to finally
complete her task."Thanks to this experience I realized
tliat God was faithful to his promise," Lizzy savs."He
truly is in control of evervtliing, and I was able to trust

Him. And that helped me make it to tlie top!"

throws at the RAs along the way.

Walkabout is stimctured to not only teach students

While this trip excites the outdoorsv, nature-loving
folk, it can be daunting for those like Lizzy who prefers

about the importance of community, but also the
importance of solitude. During the trip, RAs spend 24
hours by themselves, practicing spiritual disciplines such
as fasting, silence, and prayer.

the comforts of civilization. "I was really hesitant to

go on this trip because I had never been backpacking
before nor have 1 ever done anything like tliis before,"
Lizzy confesses."I was really scared to deal witli bodi
ly functions (a.k.a. pooping and peeing) in the great

a

However,in Walkabout, no one gets left behind;

While some may find being isolated in wilderness a

challenge, others might find difficulty being in solitude
for an entire dav. But for all, it is the lessons about

outdoors and I was worried that I was going to be the
slowest and least prepared person in the group."
Pooping in the woods wasn't the only mountain
Lizzy had to face. In fact, she had to literally

community, trust, i-ulnerability, and hope that resonate
throughout Walkabout.
Though Walkabout is designed to enhance the RA
experience, it also imparts lessons that carry beyond

climb a mountain.

the role of an RA.

That's right - the Walkabout isn't complete without
experience of summiting a mountain.Tliis journey to
summit is significant in many ways — it requires a lot of
physical strength, mental exertion, and absolute trust in

"Walkabout was the coolest experience I have had in
mv life," says Lizzy. "It ivas transformational ... I was

your group.

able to see the way God \yorks in our lives. He takes

really difficult circumstances, like the (literal and

climbing a mountain appealed to her.The summiting

metaphorical) mountains that we face ... then provides
us with the right tools and people, and then guides us
to the top.That has been so helpful to remember when
I go tlirough the stress of not only being an RA, but also

journey was so physically demanding that Lizzy was

a student and human being. God will never forsake me.

close to calling it quits. "I had an emotional breakdown

Thanks to Walkabout, I know that in the mess of life. He

close to the summit," Lizzy savs."I was mentally,

places His hand on me and reminds me that I can do it
in His grace."

When summit dav had rolled around lor Lizzy's group,

Lizzy was exhausted, body and soul. Nothing about

physically, and emotionally done. I was about to ask
our guide if I could sit down so that they could summit,
then meet up v\ ith me later."
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#GFUFALLSPORTS
@Qfuathlc,

@gfuuihlci

(^^fujthlctics

b
(Wgfuathic

(^^uathlcctics

(^•gfuatblcrics

@^uuihlcti

@^fuLithlctics

(Wgfudchlctics

@gfuathl

@rovaIcutie94

Sportsmanship is the perfect
intersection ofJove andfury;a deeply
seated passionfor the team and common
vision, married with the ability to

persevere through the trials involved in
any competition.
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TENNIS

Fall 2013
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2013-2014 ROSTER

TENNIS-[t.n-isi

MENS

noun 1. a game played on a rectangular court by two players or two pairs of players equipped with rackets, in

Aldtt Dcmin^, Ben Fullbdi!, Mck Grufton, Chris Lille\, Pax Magaaav. Prestcn Mann.Justin McClain, Mitchell Muashiro. David Muno/..

which a ball is driven back and forth over a low net that divides the court in half.

Chace Stalcup. \o!an Staples,.^nd^ Tncet

WQMENS

Ishclbi AinalJ.railot Barnes. Me^an Dahlbeijj..-Mi Diehl..ilvssa Emoto. Chamelle Hadecd.Jessica Moss. Krista Rei. Ilsa Teppo
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SOCCER

Fall 2013
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2013-2014 ROSTER

SOCCER-fsoA-erJ

MENS

noun, a form of football played between two teams of eleven players, in which the ball may be advanced

Riiiii Jo Sotcio, Tvic! Dvck, Victor Garcia, Gabc Louchan, Steven Haga, Brandon Zebarth, Luke Dickens, Ulvsus Torres. .Mvles Sorokovsk\.

by kicking or by bouncing it off any part of the body but the arms and hands, except in the case of the
goalkeepers, who may use their hands to catch, carry, throw, or stop the ball.

Angela Flore/, Luke Hammer, Sun rt'r .VIeek, Miguel Lope/ Ixta.Joei Schierman, Angela Fotinopoulos, Sick Schoen, Luke AnJreu, Grant
Basque/, Austin Fish,Jacob Beavers, Erik Davies.Josh Scarth, Christian Keed, Evan Coone\, Luke Bidder

WOMENS
Moiyun H.inscn, Al\ ssu. Montciv. HjIcc P\att, Honnuh Harder,jcnna Prewiu. Junoci Perkins. Erin Fettig. .MichelleYoung. Hale\ Downey.
Tenlee Holser. Jordy n Brenneman. Lael Papenfuse. Amanda Garouite.Jasmine Flore/. Tear'sa Kneger. Cassidy Skilhngs. Ashley Richards.
Carly Ew ing. Becca Allen. Danielle Hendricks. Lauren Haga. Kavia Cosio. Sarah Werhane. Ally Swanson
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FOOTBALL

Fall 2013

Sports have a sneaky way of brintJing about community
(in the midst of a competitive atmosphere nonetheless)
and a large portion of this can be attributed to the

diligence of the coaches as they structure and develop a
team dynamic. However, it is primarily dependent on the
hearts and dispositions of the players. Thus, let's continue

.•■I.

V •*-

to foster a mentality of camaraderie as a student body, not

just within the team itself, but in our perception of the
football program as a whole. Imagine how much stronger
we could be if we all do this together.

i
>f3[
-.f

b:

George Fox University is in the midst of an athletic
revival. With the advent of the new football

in a different culture, erring less on the side of
academics and more on the side that is t^picallv

program, headed up by Coach Casey, we've been given

detrimental to academia as a whole.Thus, Coach

the opportunity to excel once again in sportsmanship
and Christ-centered team development. Many of the
current players, as they practice for the 2014 fall

Casey, as well as the defensive and offensive

season, would say that football is a means of bringing

coordinators Coach Bates and Coach Ingram, have
been working hard to instill an atmosphere of
leadership and integrity within the players. An

students together. With the extra curricular events that
Friday night games will create, as well as the common

example of this was seen during Welcome Weekend
as the entire football team worked tirelesslv to help

bond found in team camaraderie, many students,
faculty, and alumni are anxiously anticipating the

freshman move into their on campus housing. Another
was seen at the Empty Bowls event as a smaller group
of players volunteered their time to set up and

breaking in of the new turf.

Although this is an exciting turn of events for George
Fox, there is also a slight push back from members of

the community and within the university as well. As
the stigma dictates, sports such as these can also usher

Jk

take down.

Although we'd love to see the team on its wav to
nationals, it's safe to say that winning isn't the onlygoal for the George Fox football program.
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T
VOLLEYBALL

Fall 2013

a

It's been about 70 years since George Fox has seen these kind of uniforms (above photo from 193 5
edition of L'ami, bottom photo from this year's football team), and about 45 years since football
was an official team sport at the university.
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VOLLEYBALL-/^ vol-ee-bawl]

f

noun, a game for two teams in which the object is to keep a large ball in motion, from side to side over a high net,
by striking it with the hands before it touches the ground.
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2013-2014 ROSTER
Chelsea Wilson, Brooke Sli/rt/t'i anr, Kelsca Mevers, Karlce jo Sampson, Tiffany Burk, Emilv Carlson, Chelsea Brustad, Amv Massingale, Pavton Shrum, Enn Spron is,
Erin Campbell, K\ lee Addcrson, Jasmine Cranshan, Jessica .Malchow, Emilv Kan lings, Meeka Mavhew, Erin Bellinger
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TOWNSCAPES
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Nevvberg, Oregon
A Great Place to Grow
. -/'-ji*

"This town

/ thought I would lose myselfin, with its
backward iiw's and winding roads leading to
nowhere;but,Ifound myselfinstead."

^ « W/
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■^Kellie Elmore
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churches and dreams; this toirn

VELOUR
Fashion Recycled

716 E. 1st Street

Newberg, OR 97132

i

Why not do something that vou like and love?
That was the thought ol George Fox alumni,

In November 2013 they moved to their current
storefront on First Street and saw their Gsion of a

brothers Stephen and Andy and their wives Amy and

vintage clotliing store come to fruition.The idea is

Jessica, the creative team behind the clothing store

that instead of going to thrift stores, antique stores,
and estate sales and sifting through isles and piles,

Velour. Coming together to create a locally owned

clothing shop was second nature to the two couples.
All four of them loved doing creative things and felt

the team at Velour does it for you.They also have

But in 201 1, a small building became available for

an excellent buy, sell, and trade program that allows
customers to bring in clothes in exchange for cash or
in-store credit."A lot of times in college you don't
have a lot of money to shop, so it's great to be able
to come in and get something new and just exchange
instead of hawng to go spend a lot of money,"

rent at a really great deal and the\' jumped at the

savs Jessica. The entrepreneurial spirit of old-town

opportunity."We kind of decided in two days to do
it so there wasn't much prep," says Jessica. While it
was a whirlwind to open early April 2011, they

Newberg is strengtliened by Velour and the curated

no desire to get a real or typical job, as Jessica
describes.They enjoyed thrilting and collecting
treasures and had always joked about opening up a

shop together, though nothing ever came from it.

retail experience it provides.

enjoyed every moment of it.
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RAY'S
Produce and Market

m

205 .V. Afain Street

Newberg, OR 97132

Q ay's Produce is one of the best stops along

(Interview with Kevin, the owner's nephew)

11 highway 99. With fresh fruits and vegetables at

Current owner:

fantastic prices, locals and tourists love to stop in and
pick up food tor their tables.

"That's pretty much mv uncle Ravmundeo."

The owner, Ravmundeo, began sellino fruits and

vegetables from his truck and like every successful
business, it kept getting bigger and bigger until it
became the open-aired produce store it is today.

Background storv:
From \\ hat I know, he started selling fruits and

vegetables on a truck, so that's prettv much how he
started. And then it just started to get bigger and

bigger and became all this.
Interactions with GFU:
Well we had a worker from there once here and

then last summer \\'e did this thing where we gave

out fruits to them, so that was prettv insane.
Mission statement:

Fresh, quality produce.

r
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SWITCHFOOT
For those who grew up on WOW Hits 2005,Jump Five,

George Fox Universitj
they're still considered a thriving hand, touring from

Nembovs,and Carrie Grant - I trust that you had a similar

the US t(» places like Australia. So, when A.SC organi/.efl

experience to theJoJIowing story:

to have them come perform at Fo.\ on Novcmher 16lh,
many couldn t help hut gel their ticket .several

I t was 2003,and Switchfool had jusl released iheir

months in advance.

I first complete album. I remember siltintJ in the

I he evening ol, Bauman audiluriurn wa.s packed,

backseat of my dad's car (completely oblivious to the
world of music), listening to Beautiful Letdown on the
lacho and tliinking,"I never knew Christian music

but sitting cpiietly. I his, orcour.sc, was due to the

could sound this cool".

Given, they re probably not everyone's most listened
to band ciu-rently, they're not even technically a
Christian band. However, I tru.st that for those of you
with a similar experience, SwitcWoot mo.st likely holds
a special place in your heart.

picmici ol their new documentary Fading West, which

featutes the band and their interactions with perrorini'tit
as musicians and with being avid surfers.

In total it ^vas a wonderful evening. Switchfoot has
a leart oi their audience, evident not only in the
}
I ^onver-sationally throughout the

Fiom Beautiful Letdown to Jon Foreman's single HP's,
Ihe actual periWmance
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THE HOUSE OF BERNARDA ALBA

The House of Berniirda Alba (Spanish: La casa de Bernarda

George Fox University Theatre

Alba) is a plav bv the Spanish dramatist Federico Garcia
Lorca. Commentators have often SJi oupcd it with Blood
Wedding andYerma as a "rural trilogy". Lorca did not include
it in his plan for a "trilogy of die Spanish earth"
(which remained unfinished at the time of liis murder).
Lorca described the play in its subtitle as a drama of women
in the villages of Spain.The Hotise of Bernai'da Alba was
Lorca's last play, comjileted on 19 June 1936, two months
before Lorca's death during the Spanish Civil War.The play

RDA

was first performed in 1945. The plav centers around die
events of a house in .'\ndalusia during a period of mourning,
lyi

of
(la Casa de Bernarda Alba)

in which Bernarda Alba (aged 60) wields total control over
her five daughters Angustias (39), Magdalena (30), Amelia

(27), Martirio,(24), and Adela (20).The housekeeper
(La Poncia) and Bernarda's elderlv niodier (Maria Josela)
also live there.

The deliberate excltision of any male character from die
action helps build up the high level of sexual tension that is

present throughout die play. Fepc "el Romano", the love
interest of Bernarda's daughters and suitor ol .Angtisdas,

never appears on stage.T he play explores themes of
repression, passion, and conformity, and inspects the effects
of men upon women.
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"Injriendship...we think we have chosen our peers.
In reality aJew years'difference in the dates ofour
births, aJew more miles between certain houses, the
choice ojone university instead ofanother...the
accident ofa topic being raised or not raised at a
Jrst meeting--any ofthese chances might have kept
us apart... thejriendship is not a rewardJor our
discriminating and good taste inJnding one
another out. It is the instrument by which God

reveals to each of us the beauties(Jothers."

Shalom is an evening gathering ol students who

~ C.5. Lewis,
The Four Loves

strive to grow spirituallv through discussion and
worship.The name Shalom is a Hebrew word
meaning peace, completeness, prosperity, and can be
used idiomaticallv to mean both "hello" and "goodbye."

One fundamental aspect of Shalom is that it has given
tlie opportunity for students to lead others in spiritual
growth.There is something beautiful when one
student meets another, wherever thev might be,

space where students could experience God in a more
intimate environment. It has grown to encompass

gently guiding them through the trials and blessings
that college life brings. It is in this voluntary gathering
of students who set aside time from tlieir busy
schedules to enter into worship that some have found

students from all walks of life, faith, and diversity and

the place where they fully feel God's presence.

Shalom was started about six vears ago to proHde a

through it all, God has shown Himself.

kJ
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Quare Verum

KFOX Radio

y

*,V ■( !

Our club is about coming together to share soup
and discuss issues and topics that are relevant to
us. Sometimes we have guests come and introduce

discussions, but largely the topics spring forth from
the group itself. One way that we try to impact the
Fox community, besides promoting a space where

people can feel that they belong, is to open up the
opportumty for students to share their own projects
and thoughts. For example, Megan Clark came and
showed us her documentary on sex offenders that was
funded by a Richter Scholarship and Drew Miller,
who has been involved the First Nations community
and mentored by Randy Woodley,

shared his thoughts about America's relationship with
those groups and how it interacts with theology. Our

KFOX allows students to publiclv express
themselves in a varietv oiWavs includinjj music

time in QV, both leading it and participating in it, has
been life-changing. It is hard to measure the
value of a deep appreciation for the thoughts and
contributions of all people. The friends we have made

playlists, talking points, thcmed shows, and comedv
shows. It provides an introduction to working with
basic sound equipment and counts as legitimate radio
experience. Through podcasting, all student work is

in this club, the insight and vulnerability, and the

recorded and made available anvwhere. KFOX is a

opportunities have changed us.

public way for students to inform their peers

I think that sometimes the club's name. Quaere

of their interests.

KFOX strives to be a part of general student
entertainment.The group prowdes a unique bonding
experience and serves as an outlet for self-expression.
Students gain valuable work experience through the
club. KFOX airs good shows hosted bv fun people,

covering a wide range of interests. If vou love making
plavlists, sharing vour opinions, or even just talking
with people, KFOX has room for you.

Verum, can come off as being super pretentious
and uninviting to those who don't think thev are reallv
smart, however, we are down to earth and anybodv's
perspective is valued and respected.
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i^'peos'tsuTud?

Jamie: We [Jamie and Carrie] met in freshman

semmar md „e had looked a,other eolleges that

had M„ Kappa and we both came here wondering

What countries did vou guys grow up in.'
Carrie: I grew up in Kenya.

Why don t we have one?'

Carrie: Hoping that there woJd be one because a lot

Jamie: Indonesia.

of private Christian colleges have clubs for missionary
kids, but George Fox didn't have anything like that
and we were pretty surprised since George Fox is

Bree: Rwowanda and Kenya

so prominent. We had a desire to have a club where
missionary kids and where third world kids can have

a place to express their culture and to express their
cultural stance on stuff. Because often people that
grew up in another country don't really express that

integral aspect of their culture very much. So we just
really wanted there to be somewhere where we could

connect on that level as well as educate anybody

What is ASC? It's the Associated Student

to represent the students. Each indiGdual in ASC

Community of George Fox. But, honestly, what

communicates with different leaders, staff,

the heck does that even mean? On surface level vou

administrators, and offices, voicing student concerns

might know ASC as a student operated government or
maybe an event planning committee. In reality, ASC
is much more than that. ASC is about being apart of

and ideas.Thev work togetlier to develop plans and

something which is meaningful and impacting. It's an

turn ideas into reality. It takes not only the 90
committed indixiduals of ASC, but the entire student

body to refine George Fox. ASC is not a group of
individuals tr^^ng to fulfill their own goals, instead,

opportunity to influence the direction of our
university and contribute to the student experience at

they want to listen to the students ideas, big or small,

George Fox. Members of ASC are privileged to

to make this great university thev call home an e\en

that you wouldn't have known.

represent the student body. I hese individuals who

better place. So, student body,join us and know that

make up ASC have different majors, backgrounds,

ASC is a resource. A resource to help gixe you the best

Carrie: And you wouldn't have known because they

passions, and interests. Thev are students of all ages

student e.xperience possible during your four short

^ho come together under one common goal:

years at George Fox.

Jamie: It's actually surprising how many there are.
There are people from a lot of different places at Fox

look like everybody else.
We got approved as a club in November, and then

this semester has been a lot of learning how to
plan meetings and events.

who is curious.
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Spoken Word

Fashion Club
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New to George Fox University this year, the
Fashion Club celebrates fashion as an art form

and a way of life. Their goal is to be a medium used to
imite a community of George Fox University
Students through the expression of fashion, and a love
for Christ with Proverbs 31:25 as their foundation.

The club promotes an understanding of fashion as a

method of cultural change, tribal belonging, and a

They host fashion shows, fundraisers, and have
a blog called Crosses and Cashmere. Members
participate in events and fashion shows such as
FashioNXT, Fade to Light, and Fashion Forward.
They also team with local businesses to learn about

The Spoken Word provides a place lor the Latino population to share the Latino culture with others and each
other. The club locuses on inclusion and identitv in Christ. It helps students on and off campus become more
integrated and build deeper relationships. The Spoken Word practices combine leadership, culture, and academics.
It provides a safe place to rellect on culttu'al diflerences and be vulnerable with one another without judgment.
The club isn't exclusively for Latinos; it's for anvone interested in bridging cultural gaps.

and promote small apparel businesses. Thev are a
laid back, open, creative, and tight knit group
and would love for anyone to join.

form of abstract art.
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— FACULTY l~"
Our greatest teachers have seen the
good within us and have helped make us

wonde^ul.They have mastered the art
igniting creative expression, and they have
shown us what it means to taste and seek

knowledge. For eachJaculty member at
George Fox University, ire arc endlessly than^ul.
TheJollowingJaculty members irere
nominated by inspired students, who were eager
to recognize their impact.

V/AiJ.^xrcVi

m TIMMERMAN

Professor of Art

For ftmny/memorable storiesi think ofjtmiors

How long have vou been working at Fox?

abroad where I've had a student almost knock over

Eleven years.

a sculpture in the Hermitage in Russia wlrile tr^•ing
to take a picture, Clint Baldwin getting three

What is it thatjirst drew vou here?

students into an exclusive fencing club in Belgium, to
one jumping down on live tracks in a Munich subwav
station to retrieve a book tltev dropped.

I went to graduate scliool in the Northwest and missed
it, and I found Fox, a wonderlul community I wanted

to be a part of.

And I'd love to hear ji you have any particular advice
to students?

Funniest/most memorable student interaction?

Advice? Lean into Jesus and be honest and love for the
It has been such an honor to walk with many

long haul. It will be a lot of work, but it's worth it.

students who are gjoin^ throui^h difficult times,

or going through major life changes, that's very
memorable for me.

He has such a passionJor what he teaches. He lives and breathes it which inspires me to learn!
"^Anonymous student
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LEAH PAYNE

Adjunct Facultj

I 've been teaching at George Fox ior a couple of years now and it's reallv gratifying to teach at my
. -*

I

alma mater. My students are always impressing me with their creativity and humor - especieJly when they
givepresentations. One of my favorites was a presentation on real-life wannabe superheroes. The presenting
students came in costume - it was great! A piece of advice that I always give my students it to not get too

cynical. We live in a pessimistic society and one way that we bless tlie world is through our hope in Christ
and his kingdom I

I
Leah is an outstanding projessor ofphilosophy with a vibrance and energy that made the 7:40 Intro Ethics class not seem

i

quite as early in the morning as it actually was. Her attention to detail, organization, and quality made the class the most
enjoyable experience I bare had while in college. She went aboye and beyond and encouraged her students to do the same.
She was a professor that made youfeel known! An amazing person that accurately represented what George Fox
University standsfor.
^Anonymous student
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SHENANIGANS

Operation Mousedrop

\
I'd consider mice to be pretty versatile little critters.
They can be pets, they easdy survive (and multiply) in
the wild and they swim, crawl,jump, andjiy.

See, in mv mind, mice are cute. However, I have to

reconcile the fact that this may not apply to everv other
student (males and females alike), considering that they
could end up on and in your hair. Also, I feel like tliis

Wait...What?!?

prank erred a little too closely to what many would call
'inhumane'. How can you really know if a mouse would

Yes, you heard correctly, flying mice. Amongst a slew of
other stunts, a group of sneaky George Fox students in
1984 pulled some pretty elaborate pranks, one of which

opt for the sky-diving lifestvle?

involved air-born mice.

So, perhaps until our human-to-animal communication
improves, it would be best to let stunts like this remain

a thing of the past.
The setting: Bauman Auditorium.
However, a word to the wise, don't fall asleep next time
you're in chapel.

The time: Chapel hour.

The scheme: Attach a bunch of mice to parachutes and
let them rain down from the balconies upon the
unsuspecting attendees.
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WINTER
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Winter is the timefor comjort,
Jot goodjood and warmth,Jor the
touch ojajriendlj hand and aJor
a talk beside theJre;it is the time
Jor home.
Edith Sitwel
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ENGINEERING

Alyssa Emoto
■ Why did you decide to major in vour specific discipline?

If'/ir did rou decide to major in your specific discipline?

I wanted to become an engineer because of mv dream

I chose Civil Engineering because I wanted to be able to

to design medical devices. I really loved to see people
return to normal life styles alter injuries, and this caused

see projects dirough from start to finish; to begin widi

me to be interested in the medical field, but I also lelt

God gave me a gift with numbers. I combined these two
desires in the form of mechanical engineering, witli the

hopes of getting into biomedical engineering eventually.

almost nodiing at die design and problem-solving stage
and to eventually have a fully conceived physical end
product. I diought that working in a field like Civil
Engineering could potentially enable me to aid in

improving our country's infrastructure like roads,
bridges, and buildings would be extremely satisfying.

• What are some uars vou have plaved an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GfU community?

I can think of a few roles tliat have displayed my
involvement at George Fox blniversitv. 1 his year I have

had the pleasure of working with the Residence Life staff
as an RA for Weesner Village. I have capped off my time

ilTiat are some irars rou have plaved an integral role within
vour major/department as well as the GFU communitvr
I don't know how large of a role I have play'cd v\nthin

the engineering department, but I do know that on the

whole we are a pretty tight-knit senior class, which has
definitely one of my favorite aspects of my years at Fox.

with the engineering department by leading a senior
design team as the project manager. I also have
competed as a student-athlete for all four years at Fox

I have also been an active member of the GFU Women's

in Cross Country and Track.

on die roles of both #1 singles and team captain.

■ What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

Tennis Team all four years at Fox; this year I have taken

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Foxr
In my time at Fox, I have learned that it is totally okay to

Confidence is the best preparation.

ii

admit tiiat you don't know what you're doing and to ask
" If

could be an\- other GFU student /faculty, who would

you be and why?
I would be Andrew Studer. 1. Andrew is a wonderful

for help when you are struggling either to grasp a
difficult concept or figure out how to solve a problem.
After all, nobody is perfect and most likely you will be
able to return die favor someday.

fresliman who goes on all sorts of adventures to take

Joseph Pia

Alyssa Emoto

Age: 22

Age: 21

Hometown: Newberg, Oregon

Hometown: Gresham, Oregon

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Senior

Major: Mechanical Engineering

gorgeous pictures of nature. Photography is my second
favorite bobby, next to running, and I would loved to

If vou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would
vou be and why?

pursue it at the level he is. 2. He is incredibly handsome.

Honestly, I'm not sure who I would pick if I could be any

3. He is a freshman non- engineering major at Fox, so I
would love to do it all over again without die mountain

other GFU student or faculty. I have come to be pretty

of homework.

comfortable in who I am as an individual.That said, I

think it would be really interesting to have been Dr.

Spivey for a day since he used to work for the NSA
before prior to his coming to teach at Fox.

Major: Civil Engineering
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Lacey McNay

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION

Why did l ou decide to major in rour specific discipline?
I decided to be an elementary education major because 1 love learning and helping other
people learn.Teaching is one ol tliose jobs that is incredibly fulfilling. Plus I get to hang out
with kids all day!

il'/iut are some irurs rou have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

My junior year, I worked with otlier members of my ELED cohort to pilot an afterscliool
program at Edward's Elementary School in Newberg.Tliis program had minimal oversight by
professors and was an opportunity for my classmates and I to grow as teachers. Clinical practice
this early and involved is actually quite groundbreaking for undergraduate students. Because of

this, jtrofessor Beth LaForce asked two other classmates and myself if we would help develop
research to track it. Our research has already been presented at two conferences, one in
Oregon and one in St. Louis, Missouri.

Another opportunity I had the privilege of being apart of was my sophomore year when I
was an RA of Pennington 2 Women.Tliis was one of best experiences I had while at Fox, that
combined the cultivating relationships wliile taking pai't in leadersliip development! My two
most memorable RA moments include trying to catch a mouse in my dorm room and two very

different back-to-back late night trips to die ER!
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox.'

I have learned diat die more you put in to (fill in the blank), the more you get out! Do
something, get involved, lean into community, be vulnerable, be available and the college

experience will be more memorable and meaningful for you!(But make sure that you give
yourself some room to rest and recharge!)
If you could he any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

I would be my little sister Libby McNay who is a freshman and still has three years left at Fox.

Lacey McNay

It is bittersweet to be graduating and I am going to miss this place so much!

Age: 21
Hometown: Quincv, Washington
Year in School: Senior

Major: Elementary Education
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HEALTH AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE

Bryant Quinn
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Charissa Fuller

Why did you decide to major in wur specific discipline?

ir/ir did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

I have a passion for riinnintJ and inspiring others to
be physically active. Majoring in HHPA gives me the
opportunity to reach out to others tlirough this medium
and hopefully inspire them to achieve their goals, both in

I decided to major in Human Health and Performance to

fitness and in life.

hopefully help kids someday as a Pediatric Occupational
Therapist. I love working widt kids and helping them to
succeed and I would like to make an impact in the lives
of kids who may be challenged in various ways.

your major/department as well as the GPU community?

What are some wavs vou have placed an integral role within
vour major/department as well as the GFU community?

I'm an active member on the cross country and track

I have been a part of die George Fox Dance Company

What arc some iiuri' vou have placed an integral role within

and field teams here at Fox, and have loved the

and I have taken part in die opportunities to become

opportunity to compete and represent Fox. Every time

involved in die community at George Fox through

I tow the starting line, I represent George Fox and relish
this opportunity to do so.

various activities. As a transfer student, it was really easy

to become involved and feel welcomed by the

community at Fox because of die opportunities
What is one life lesson rou'vc learned while here at Fox?
School is stressful, embrace it. College is an awesome

training ground for life in that you have a million tilings
going on, and they all seem to be due at tlie same time.

Do your best with what you can, give yourself time for
naps or something you enjoy, mostly naps, and embrace
your challenges.

i

Even diough I have only been a part of George Fox for
a short amount of time, one of die most important life
lessons I have learned is to be willing to be open to

die opportunities diat are presented to you and to get

Ifyou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would

Ifyou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would

you be and whv?

you be and why?

Joseph Pia. Not only is he really, really fast(3k school

If I could be any odier George Fox student I would be
Kira Wright. She is someone that is extremely inspiring
and uplifting of others and can easily put a smile on your
face. I admire the way that she values friendships and

encouragement and inspiration to everyone he comes in
Charissa Fuller

IITiat is one life lesson vou've learned while here at Fox?

involved with diem if possible.

record holder), but he has been an awesome source of

Bryant Quinn

that are available.

contact with. His positive attitude, dashing bow-ties, and
encouraging example have inspired me in many ways.

how much she loves the Lord and wants to share that
widi the world.

Age: 20

Age: 20

Hometown: Salem, Oregon

Hometown: Newherg, Oregon

Year in School: Sophomore

Year in School: Sophomore

Major: HHPA

Major: HHPA

I really, really like to run. Like, a lot.
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COGNITIVE SCIENCE

Elissa Shinseki

ir/jT did vou decide to major in vour specific discipline?

There's somelliing reallv fascinating about how people tliink and learn. What makes a person
intelligent.' How is it that we make decisions^ Mv interest in cognitive science likely stems from
mv never-ending stream of wondering, particularlv about what reallv goes on in the minds of
human beings. Combining ncuroscience concepts widi programming, I would love someday to
work for a companv like Lumos Labs developing brain-training games on dieir website,
Lumosity. Whether I'm designing games to help people stav sharp or researching AI to model
learning behaviors of those with disabilities, mv desire is for my knowledge to ultimately
benefit other peojde. LInderstanding die brain might be considered one of the final frontiers...
I'm excited to dive in.

What are some irui-.s' rou have plaved an integral role within
vour major/department as well as the GhU community?

I currently serve as publicist for our school chapter of Sigma Zeta National Honors Society.
Our club puts on a varietv of events for science majors at Fox, including the Brain Brawl, our
annual friendlv conijietition with the Psvchology club.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?
It's okav not to be sure about your life tomorrow. It's never too late to redirect.Take a deep
breath and trust God widi todav.
j

n

"The best thing about the future is that it comes one day at a time." - Abraham Lincoln!
If vou could he anv other GFU student /faculty, who would
vou be and why?

if'.-

JacindaThomas is a gem. I would love her heart for odier people -- she gives the best hugs! She
was my fantastic RA freshman year and is my sweet friend today :)
Isaiah 41:10

Elissa Shinseki

Age; 20

Hometown: Beaverton, Oregon
Year in School: Junior
Major: Cognitive Science
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Kyle Dreibelbis

Allison Moss

Whj' didjou decide to major in your specij^ic discipline?

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

I Started at a young age by building intricate buildings
and products out of legos. I was also good at math and
science, so when the engineering program at my high
school opened, I thought I'd try it out. It also helps that

I decided to study mechanical engineering because of the

challenge that it poses, and I do love a challenge.

my dad was an engineer.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I wouldn't consider myself someone who just stands out

You could say that I do a good job leading and I do my
fair share of the assigned group work for projects. But

honestly, one of the most important roles I have is being
a good worker and follower when necessary.
As for the community, I am the captain for the cross
country team. I try and spread XC awareness by making

ENGINEERING

in my major, but I do my best to be there for mv

classmates when they need help. I participate in labs in
order to get the full experience, even when someone
needs to remind me to put my safety glasses on.
I enjoy going to class, just so long as I get my coffee in
the morning.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

our team known.

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?
Don't sweat the small stuff. I've found that one bad test

or grade isn't the end of the world. It definitely isn't
worth stressmg to much over it. In the end, it won't
mean that much.

A life lesson I've learned here at Fox is that college takes
work. It takes work to build friendships, and to pass
classes, and it is never easy leaving home.

Ifyou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you he and why?

■ Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

^

were sculpted by The Schwarzenegger

If I had to choose one person on campus, I'd want to be
Erin Campbell. She's such a great friend and is a hard

worker. She doesn't give up even when classes are tough.
Plus, she's studying the same major as me, which is just
cool.

He can speak French in Russian.
He can kill two stones with one bird.

Kyle Dreibelbis

Allison Moss

Age: 21

Age: 21

Hometown: McMinville, Oregon

Hometown: Bend, Oregon

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Junior

Major: Mechanical Engineering

Major: Mechanical Engineering

Sharks have a week dedicated to him.

He has won the lifetime achievement award twice.
e was to pat you on the back, you would list it on
your resume.

Being one of four Junior female engineers, classes are
not always easy. But that has never held me back, as I've

been blessed with a really tight knit group of friends that
I get to go to class with every day.

He IS the most interesting man in the world.
He is Aaron Molstad.

I have found that being positive goes a long way. Even if
1 m in a bad mood, a smile will brighten the mood of the
friends that surround me.
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BIOCHEMISTRY

Jesse Wilson

Why didjou decide to major in four specific discipline?

I've always had a curiosity about how the world functions around me..My di.^cipiinc allows me
to pursue my curiosities about life and the natural sciences.
1'4VC

■ What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I have worked as aTA in several labs for the Department of Biology and Chemistry. I have also
helped to prepare labs and ensure that everything is organized for when labs start.

-J.

■I

■
i

■ What is one lije lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

I ve learned to better manage my work load by taking each day as it comes instead ol being
overwhelmed. Its easy to look at the upcoming week and ask how I'm ever going to get it all
done. Since being here at Fox I have learned focus more on the immediate concerns.
" If/ou could he any other GFU student/Jaculty, who would
you be and why?

I would be Zach Schultz. Zach has an amazing ability to brighten up any room that he enters
with his light hearted spirit and sense of humor.

Jesse Wilson
Age: 22
Hometown: Eugene, Oregon
Year in School: Senior

Major: Biochemistry
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Megan Armentrout

Courtney Bennett

■ Why did you decide to major in your specijic discipline?

Why did you decide to major in vour specific discipline?

I started as a double major with missions and social

I have felt called to serve vulnerable people- especially

work. Over time I realized that social work was my
avenue for missions. I believe that the call of God on my

I wanted more than just knowledge about the people I

life is to re-imagine community and empower people to
see their inherent dignity and worth. I love the power of
story, and I think there is something sacred about giving

SOCIAL WORK

kids and families dealing with issues of abuse and trauma.
wanted to work with, and social work has given me the

skills and experience to do what I love.

space for vulnerable people to be heard and valued.

■ What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?
Honestly, my integral role is being a learner. I am

constantly amazed by the wisdom that comes from my
professors, the passion that comes from my fellow social

work majors, and the journey that we all get to be on
together.The encouragement that comes from this
community has been key and because of that I have

What are some ways vou have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I don't know iff have played an integral role in tlie social
work department, but I have been blessed to build
relationships with the professors and women in my

in everything they do.

social work internship experience.

Don't come to Cliff Rosenbohm's class late, unless you

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

enjoy trying to dart out of the way of a Nerf gun. But on
a more serious note, surrounding yourself with a

I learned that we are made for community that is

community of people who can help you grow in your

grounded in authenticity, honesty, and mutual
rokenness.The community that I found here at Fox will

faith is invaluable.

^d beauty come from the people that I have been
blessed to call friend. My mentors, professors, and

friends have modeled the way of Christ to me in such a
real and tangible way.This community has caused me to
g ow in ways that I never thought could happen, and that

te:

department makes it easy to want to become involved

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

ever e a benchmark for the communities I enter into

"j

cohort.The sense of community and support in the

taken on leadership roles through the Spiritual Life
Department and really grown in confidence through my

ter my time here. I have seen so much intentionality

.

Ifyou could he any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you he and why?

Ere Munsell, because I don't know anyone who could

take 27 credits (let alone my 15!) and be so loving, and

Megan Armentrout

Courtney Bennett

Age: 22

Age: 20

Hometown: Shipman, Illinois

Hometown: Oregon City, Oregon

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Senior

Major: Social Work

Major: Social Work

happy (seriously, all the time, it's crazy).

IS what happens when you encounter a community like
this- you can't leave without being changed.
- Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you he and whv?

Mary Owen: my barefoot, nature-loving, Christ-seeking,
adventurous sister and friend . If I could have half the

passion that she has, I d be set.The way that she loves
people is amazing and the joy that she carries with her is
contagious. She's a gem.
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Sydney Main

ECONOMICS

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

Economics is best defined as the study of the way people make decisions when faced with
scarcity. I chose to study it because I find the world of incentives and trade-offs fascinating.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

This past semester I participated in an economic development discussion group in which
students of different disciplines came together and discussed issues faced by developing
countries. It was a great opportunity for us all to share our ideas and learn from each other
on a topic that we all really cared about.

What is one lije lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

I think the most important life lesson I learned at Fox is to never stop pursuing your passion.
Especially with your work, it is important to do something you really care about.
Ifyou could he any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

If I could be any other Fox student I would be Kelly Uchiumi because I admire the way she was
able to make the most of her time at Fox and she's a really fun person.

Sydney Main
Age: 21
Fdometown: Morgan Hill, California
Year in School: Senior

Major: Economics
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PHILOSOPHY

Luke Petach

Jenny Newman

■ Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

Il'/ir did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

■

em

My original major upon coming to Fox was Politics-

Philosophy is a conjunction t)l two Greek words: Philia
and Sophia. Philia is one ol the Greek words for love.
Sophia is the Greek word lor wisdom. Philosophy then,
quite literally means "love ot wisdom." It is this love that
prompted me to major in jihilosophy. Not just a love
for theoretical knowledsje, the philoso|iher Emmanuel
Levinas speaks of this hjve of wisdom as a "love ot love."

I want to be a District Attorney, and I am also
fascinated by die subject. However, I took the
Introduction to Philosophy course with Dr. Corwynn
Beals during my first semester, and I fell in love with

studying philosophy. I loved challenging the way I think
about the world, and taking on new ideas and paradigms.
Pliilosophy is like an adventure in die woods--it's easy to

In the love of wisdom, one learns to love a certain way of

get lost, but it's also a beautiful and miraculous journey.

being, a certain type ol file. The search for the good life
encompassed by the love of wisdom. That is the essence
of philosophy.

What are some waysyou hare played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

■ What are some ii tjr.v you hayc played an integral role within
your major/department as \yell as the GPU community?

L-C;g.fcil

During my Sophomore year, my good friend Tonya and I

stepped up to lead the philosophy club, Sophilo. We were
able to host pliilosophical discussing each week with both

I think both my majors and dejiartments, and the GFLI
community writ large, contributed incommen.surately

majors and non-majors on important topics such as God,
gender, sexuality, and rights. I believe it is fundamentally
important for all students to engage with philosophy,

more to my own growth than I ever ollered to it. It I

played an integral role at all I hiipe it was in returning a
small portion of the ideas, love, and lite the community
gave to me hack to all the people who make George Fox
such a wonderful place.

n

-•

I

consistent.

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Foxr

' What is one life lesson you'ye learned while here at Fox?

ihp^h
«• - ,

Luke Petach

because it teaches us to expand our ways of thinking as
well as to understand the importance of being logically

. -

V *■ .4' * .-^

'

Jenny Newman

That I am enough.

Wisest is the person who knows that she does not know.

Although, this is a lesson I am still in the process of
internalizing.

" If/ou could be any other GFIJ student /faculty, who would
you he and why?

To keep it short... It is really hard to admit that I
struggle, and that I cannot be perfect. I often hold myself

Kent Chan. He knows why.

to impossible standards, and fall apart when I cannot

handle the load I have assigned myself. I have had to learn
Age: 21

Age: 20

Hometown: Mecyvrd, Oregon

Hometown: Livermore, Calijornia

to take those situations and sort ol laugh at myself and
my standards.
I am a human being created by God in God's image, but

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Junior

not flawless. And that's okay. God does not hold me to

Major: Philosophy/Economics

Major: Politics and Philosophy

grace, love, and mercy.

impossible standards, but instead walks with me with
If you could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?
^

''

Dr. Abigail Rine. She is so intelligent, funny, and

beautiful. I have great respect for her, and the work she
does as a professor as well as benefitting the greater GFLI
community.
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FINANCE

Kali LeFebre

ir/ir did vou decide to major in tour specific discipline?

I knew I wanlccl to major in sometlting to do with business, but it wasn't until my meeting
with Dirk Barram tiiat I btew Finance was for me. During my first visit to Fox, he sat down

with me and helped me to narrow down my specific major. My favorite part about Finance is
how ntimbers tell a storv and lorm a puzzle.

IITidt are some uurs t ou have plaved an integral role within
vour major/department as well as the GFU communitf/

I've onlv been on campus two years, but I still feel so welcomed and part of the Fox
communitv. Specifically in tlie business department, I ve worked in die tutor lab and am a
team leader for VALYOO, a Senior Capstone team. Around campus I've worked in the
Bruin Grounds, or Foxhole, whatever you prefer :). I'm also an intern in die Admissions Office,

aiding in planning events and sharing widi prospecdve students why Fox is such a great place.
In evlu-y way I've^been involved on campus I've always felt like an individual and so valued.
The Fox family is so awesome!

11 hat is one lijc lesson rou'rc learned while here at Fox?

I've really learned a lot about trusting the Lord here at Fox. My time here has helped to push,

shape, and mold me more into the person I want to be and uldniately into who the Lord wants
me to be.

If you could be any other GFU student/faculty, ttho would
vou be and why?

Honestly I'm pretty busy figuring out who I want to be that there isn't much time to be
anyone else. I feel so pri'vileged to have spent time around so many amazing, unique, and
genuine people, that everyone I've come in contact with has exemplified qualities that I
would love to have!

Kali LeFebre

Age: 21

Hometown: Fasco, Washington
Year in School: Senior

Major: Business Finance
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Micah Donor

Alice Gozal
Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

ir/if did you decide to major in your speeijic discipline?

I have always been interested in science. It's iascinating to
see the "behind-tiic-scene" of your daily life encounters.

As a Chemistry major, I get to learn about tlie processes
that are foundational to our understanding of the natural

Things like why do people sneeze, what is dry ice made

world.

out from, how does flowers have different colors, and

^mmim

etc. I've always wanted to know why it happens or where
does it come from. As I was introduced to science, I got
to see more wonders and it took me in awe of God's

works in us. Simple on the outside, hut complicated on
the inside. Also, as my professor said,"All science starts
from chemisU-y."
What are some ivavs I'ou hare played an integral role within
your major /department as well as the GFU community?

I have been helping my friends witli their understanding
of chemistry outside of being aT.A in chemistry
department. I'm also deeply involve in International
Student Services as dieir intern, making GFU becoming

WJM

What are some ways you have played an integral role within

your major/department as well as the GFU community?
I have been involved in a number of ways within the

Chemistry Department,including tutoring Freshmen in
General Chemistry, being aTAS for Organic Chemistry,
and serving as a Student Ambassador and giving tours to

prospective students. We also have a very collaborative
environment in the Chemistry Department, and all of

the students work together on many projects; I think that
I have contributed to that during my time here.

ir/iut is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?
During tliis past summer I conducted research at Fox,

more like home to international students and also

and during that time I encountered numerous

creating events to promote the diversity we have in GFU

difficulties. Working around them definitely taught me

so that the community could he more informed about

a lot about dealing with failure.

other cultures tliat lives next to them. Anotlier

department that I have my intern with is tlie ELI
department. I'm aTA and also a tutor in helping

IJvou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

international students learning English.

yfe,iij

I would be Zach Schultz, because he can grow some
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

?nin«n

Alice Gozal

Micah Donor

Age; 21

Age: 21

Being open minded: realizing tliat tliere are much more
out there for us, dare to take the risks, and try to
understand and learn those things, culture, and people
without prejudices.

fyou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would

Hometown: Surayaba, Indonesia

Hometown: Lakewood, Washington

you be and why?

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Senior

I would still be me.

Major: Chemistry

mean facial hair.

Major: Chemistry
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INTERIOR DESIGN

Hayley Delle

]\'hv did fou decide to major in four specific discipline?

I chose Interior Design because I really, truiv love it. It's sometliing I could spend die rest of my
life doing and be blissfully happy. I love antique furniture and old bouses and I would

cbeerftillv spend long days working in dusty old bouses, listening to the stories diev have to tell
us. Because stories are beautiful and the best stories are the ones we have to work to uncover.

What are some irurs fou have placed an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU communitf?

•fc-

f

^ (
For die last year I've been working with a national Interior Design association to promote
student involvement and to encourage support for students within die Interior Design
coniniunitv. It's been a great opportunity lor me to meet designers and students from across
the nation and to foster these connections between students.

What is one life lesson rou're learned while here at Fox?

Ob, one life lesson. How can I possibly pick just one.' Perhaps one of the most important things
I've learned is to take chances and try new things. Attend an event where you don't know
anyone else. Apply for a job you're completely unqualified for.Take a class you've never heard

of.These are the experiences diat timly shape who you are here.

emn
If vou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

This is by far die easiest question. I really want to be Sarita Gallagher. She's brilliant, funny and
has such a passion for her students. If I could have just a fraction of that passion in the things I
do, I'd be set for life. Not to mention her hair. I have a series case of Sarita Gallagher hair envy.

Hayley Delle
Age; 20
Hometown: Newport, Oregon
Year in School: Senior

Major: Interior Design
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Mackenzie Murray

Beau Brown

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

I have a lot of questions about God,faith, and

I initially came to studv Missions. After mv first year of

community.These two majors gave me the best

college I looked back, thinking about tiic classes I took

opportunity to ask those questions with classmates

and what I learned, and I realized that liic Old and New

and professors that were also seeking truth. Also,
it just kind of happened.

Testament classes I had taken witii Paul Anderson were

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

Well, I think I drink a cup of coffee from the Religious
Studies Department every day. Other than that, my
contribution has been the same as the amazing people
I study alongside.You can't be in class with people like

Beau, Miranda,Tashawna, Amberly, Harper, etc. and play
an integral role.That's a silly answer, but it's frankly true.

BIBLICAL STUDIES

by far the most interesting. .So, I just enrolled in more
Bible classes and then Junior year I finally declared

Biblical Studies. I just became so obsessed and inspired
with that Book as the product ol a lonsj history of
writing, as a piece of literature and as a testimony diat

- :

forces me to remember my position in the world
and in time.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I think something that I have contributed to is tlie

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

students' culture in our department. We feed off of each

Fox has taught me that I've got quite a bit more to learn!
Community is worth the investment, questions are
worth asking, and the fight for justice is a worthy one.

other's energy, inspiration and determination. It has been
really important to me to do the best I can while I am
here and I think diat pushes others on to do the same.

Fox has taught me to continue learning others' stories as

As far as the GFU community is concerned, I've gained

a way to know further of the connectedness of creation

so much more than I've given. I have had a few positions

and humanity.

where I have facilitated an experience or conversation
for folks, but I always leave feeling like I've been given so
much. People here are so willing to give of their hearts

IJyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would

and minds.

you be and why?
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

It's a tie between Rachel Morell and Barbi Doran.

Barbi is pure joy to all those around her, and Rachel is
authentic and hilarious.

The greatest lesson that I've learned is that having your
viewpoint/worldview/paradigm (whatever you'd like to
call it) challenged is a very holy thing. If you think of tliis
challenge like pruning, as an act that hurts, but
ultimately leads to new and better growth, it may cut off
a lot, but you will grow immeasurably. Also, the only way
to grow like that is to involve yoursell with people who
are very different from you.
Ifyou could he any other GFU student /faculty, who would

Mackenzie Murray

Beau Brown

Age: 20

Age: 21

Hometown: Coeur d'Alene, Idaho

Hometown: Placerville, California

Year in School: Junior...and a half

Year in School: Senior

Major: Biblical Studies/Christian Ministries

Major: Biblical Studies/Christian .Ministries

you he and why?
I would love to see the world from Rliett Luedtke's

perspective. Rliett not only does an amazing job teaching
them, but the actors at our school are incredibly

talented. To see people change and grow in that field and
see the step-by-step of the process woidd be amazing.
Plus, he has been involved with a thing called "applied
theatre" which is an amazing, amazing idea. To see it in
action would be profound.
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Sandra Conlon

CINEMA MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS

Wbj did you decide to major in your specijic discipline?

iiSfei

For as long as I can remember film has been an important part of my life. From making dump
shorts in my friend's backyards in middle school to watching all night marathons a lot of my
greatest memories have revolved around movie making and he magic that it brings. Whenever I

was going through a rough time as a child, I would turn to movies to help me escape or better
understand the complicated messes of life and I want to be able to make something that can be
that to another person.
What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?
I'm the current chair of the Fox Film Festival and have been a member of the committee since

sophomore year. I also have worked on various films in my four years and have worked on
several theatre projects as well.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

That you really never know who a person really is until you take the time to talk with them
and learn about them. I think when we live in such a small community with a specilic lifestyle
message, it's easy to assume that everyone is has similar ideas but meeting so many people who

surprised me with their opinions and attitudes has really been an eye opener.

Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

Caroline Hudson, a fellow senior because she is always hard working and dedicated and
extremely busy but never complains!

' m

Sandra Conlon

Age: 21
Hometown; St. Helens, Oregon
Year in School: Senior

Major: Cinema .Media Communications
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COFFEE CULTURE

George Fox University

The first wave was the 19th-centurv surge that put

Coffee can mean different things to different
people. Some mav consider it a simple component
of their lifestvle

a method bv which to maximize their

day's potential. Others consider it to be much more —
a motivator, a lifestvle, a craft to swear upon.

Regardless of one's view of the beverage, there is a
seemingly unifving factor to tliis otherwise complex
good.This factor is communitv, something that
undoubtedh' drives the unic|uc experience at George
Fox. Enter anv of Newbersj's premier coffee houses over
the weekend (or even during the week) and the expanse
of Newberg citizens is constantlv intermingled witli Fox

students. Fhev are either busv studving, tinisliing essays,
or covering ground with a friend or lellow student.
Newberg coffee culture has the same sense of
entrepreneurship and rugged individualism seen in

beans as if thev were their own cliildren, in order for
tlie indiHdual flavors and characteristics to flourish.

These crops never lose tlieir identitv, and are sourced
from farms and regions instead of"some exotic countrv

on the map."

our acclaimed neighbor, Portland.The Coffee

Considering the level of intentionalitv on the part
of the owner, it could be seen as onlv proper to
reciprocate this enthusiasm of craft and friendship with
those we love.Take the opportunity thev provide to

Cottage and Caravan Coffee are stellar examples of

meet someone new.Take in these encoimters with an

businesses beginning against the grain of widespread
franchises and a normalized taste for corporate icons.

open mind, expectant of great things, just as one's lips
breach the velvety microfoam topping of a well-crafted

These local businesses have gone the extra mile to do
things their wav and thev excel at it.

latte.

Portland's own Stumptown coffee is one of the most
well-known independent coffee roasters in the nation,
alongside Intelligentsia coffee from Cliicago, Illinois
and Counter Culture from Raleigh-Durham, North
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tins of Folgers Ha a percolator on everv table, and
the second was market penetration, or perhaps
capitalism in action, starting in the 1960s with the Bav
Area's Peet's and becoming a streamlined experience \ia
the Starbucks "grande skinny latte."
Now,the focus of botli consumers and purvevors has
shifted inward. Roasters attend to indiHdual t^'pes of

The coffee culture may serve as a powerful and
vivid example not only to culinarv enthusiasts and
entrepreneurial spirits, but to the student wishing to
reach out and participate in communitv with one

Carolina. The local pride and partnerslrip of Stumptown
and its constituents mav be witnessed at both Chapters

anotlier. A sense of normalization and perhaps even
openness is contributed by these establishments — a
quality of friendship invaluable to the continuing

Books & Coffee and Red Hills Market in our

betterment of our communitv. If vou still consider

neighboring city of Dundee.

yourself a stranger to this e.xperience, allow yourself

Considering the high regard and effort of these

to be introduced to this element with a friend, old or

purveyors, there is participation in a more
overarching factor. We are currentlv experiencing
what most cultural experts would call Third Wave
Coffee-, a time and practice where qualitv and
presentation are extremely important.

new. Enjoy something new off the menu, or perhaps a
different brew method. Enjov the beverage as a channel
for commimitv and serendipity.
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BASKETBALL

BASKETBALL

2013-14 Mens

2013-14 Womens
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GEOHGE FOX
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GEORGE FOX
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2013-2014 ROSTER

BASKETS ALL-/^fca5-Ai£-Z)aw77
noun, a game played by two teams of usually five players each on a rectangular court having a raised basket or goal at
each end, points being scored by tossing the ball through the opponent's basket.

WOMENS

Kimberlv Pros,. Kylu Mtncr. Nicole BH^eard.]omi Roos, Koycce Creech, Megan Hgvs. Kvlie Duwmer, Samamba Naluai, Hayley Cusick, Lauren Codling. Kylee Parker.
Jordyn Peacock. McKen/ieWolJe,Justine Benner, Si dnet Beadle. Megan Arnoldy. Dacia HeckendorJ, Kennedt Holberi

2013-2014 ROSTER
MENS

Jonm Howard.Jacob Graham.Jason Martin. A.J. Grant. Henry Morris. Mitchell Rettmann, Seth Brent.J.J. Lacey. Sean Atkins, Eli Graham.Jared Bonnet. Spencer
Bolte. Cole Larson. Chris Stanjield
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SYMPHONIC BAND

George Fox University

Under the direction ol Pal N'anclcliev, Ihc Symphonic
Band is a tourinti ensemble tiial plavs concerts
throughout the Norliiwesl, composed of students from
all different walks ol life. Although there are auditions to

be a part of the group, one doesn't have to be a Music
Performance or Music Education major in order to
participate.

The Symphonic Band has chaplains who lead devotions
once a week with the group, praving with those in need
and walking alongside each other in a beautiful sort of

musical community.This community exists not only among

band members, but also among the music departJTient as
a whole as many members jtarticipate in several different
groups or ensembles on campus.
While the concert choir is rehearsing for the ChrisUnas

Concert, the Symphonic Band is hard at work preparing
several riveting, moving and dvnamic pieces of their own.
Along with being students, many of the band members
participate in music opportunities elsewhere ranging

from leading worship at their home church to tutoring
and mentoring younger members of the
Newberg Community.

A

m
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CONCERT CHOIR

George Fox University

Under the direction of Loren Wenz,the George Fox

. 1 1.

University Concert Clioir is the most advanced

choral mixed ensemble. While practices may be very
focused and maintain an air of proiessionalism, tlie group
functions as a tigbt-knit family, havino devotions once a week
and offering a welcoming presence to both old and new

'■'T

xyi

members alike. Practices are four times a week, two of wliich
are devoted to the entire ensemble and one day each for bodi

iciy

men's and women's groups, with the intent ot bringing to

surface areas of improvement and coming back togedter as
a stronger group.The ensemble has several concerts

throughout die school year, including die impressive and
heartwarming Christmas Concert.

They are joined by many other vocal and instrumental
ensembles to produce a sell-out show vear alter year, with
music to match the theme and title ol die event.The

entire process is a collaborative effort that combines lighting,
sound, decorations, music, and story to provide the audience

with a moving and peaceful experience.
The GFU Concert Choir performs in many conipetidons
and continues to devote much of their time to serving die

greater Newberg Community dirough
music and fellowship.
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TOWNSCAPES II
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720 E. 1st Street

RUDDICK/WOOD

0

Newberg, OR 97132

wners Kyle Latlimer and Paul Losch came togetlier

Ruddick and Wood were tire first to emision the

to create Ruddick/Wood on a chance encounter.

possibility of a hustling downtonn area tliat wotild
grow ndtli tlie arrival of the railroad. Unfortunately,

1

"Kyle operated the Uprooted food-cart in Newherg for
a couple of years, and when the building where

thev were a little too ahead of tlieir time and actually
sold their propertv to Jesse Edwards, who was

Ruddick/Wood is now became available for rent, he sold

developing Itis own plot of land at the time and who

the cart and picked up the lease. A couple of months
later, in December of 2012, I was beginning to form an

is now known as 'tlie father of Newherg.'"

idea for opening a restaurant in the area and was looking

environment as a place to hang out that is not a full bar
or simplv another coffee shop. Paul and Kyle hope

Now, George Fox students can enjoy the sophisticated

for work in Newberg so I could get to know the town a
hit better. Kyle had an ad out looking for a chef for a new
concept and I responded. Through a few meetings in
early 2013 we decided to combine our efforts and start

Ruddick/Wood will continue to he that gathering spot
for hodi students and faculty."We want to proiide an
enjoyable experience to people through thoughtfully

working on what is now Ruddick/Wood. From January

sourced and carefully prepared food and drink, seryed

of 2013 on we just spent a lot of time hrainstorming
names, ideas, design, and then working on tlie space,

in a friendly emironment," says owner Paul.

opening the Tavern at the end of November. In reality,

businesses such as Ruddick/Wood contribute to what

we're still working on the space, with the dining room

hopes to he a season of blossoming in tlie downtown
area. It proyides yet another location for students to

set to open in the next several weeks," says Paul.
The concept for the name came from the rich liistory

of the Newherg area."Ruddick and Wood were the
family names of the first two families to purchase land
in the area and plot it out as a business area known as
'Newherg,' in the 1880s.

It is an exciting time for Newherg as locally oivned

gather together to create lasting community,
surrounded by great food and the kind hearts of
the NewTerg Family.
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PULP & CIRCUMSTANCE

Ashley and Jennifer became fast friends when they
moved to Newberg. Both being from big cities

and both sharing a love ol letter-pressed cards, tliey
created a connection and decide to build tlieir own

card business. Together thcv purchased a letterpress

and began working on letters. The idea to open a

card and paper shop became a realitv when a house
became available and Pulp & Circumstance
became much more than thcv could have dreamed.

Newberg, OR 97132

Pulp & Circumstance curates local products and
art\\ork, even featuring several works by George
Fox students. Above all, tlieir goal is to feature as
manv locals as possible, as well as providing thencustomers witli great service and a great
shopping experience. Pulp & Circumstance also
has a newsletter specificallv for students, which

provides discounts every once in a while. Any time
a George Fox student comes into the store, they

The first portion of the stores name, "Pulp,"
originated from the girls' love of paper goods.
The "Circumstance" is a plav on "Pomp and

automatically receive a 5% discoimt when they say

Circumstance," which is a celebration witJi a lot

people to recommend product offerings and events

of fuss. "We thought, 'Oh! That's perfect for a gift
shop. A celebration store.'" Beyond paper goods.

to make the store even better and a closer part of

thev are from George Fox. Ashley and Jennifer love
receiving input and suggestions and encourage

the community.
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621 E. 1st Street

NEWBERG BAKERY

March ushered in the beginnings of a new era
in N ewberg. On a beautiful day the doors to
the Newberg Bakery swung wide open and owners
Brenda and Bruce finally saw a dream that was

thirteen years in the making become a reality.
Brenda had previously worked for George Fox,

where she loved serving the community and making
people feel at home - this is the same hospitality

Newberg, OR 97132

their menu so that college students can easily
afford food and by providing a multitude of
gluten free options.Thev serve delicious pastries
and bagels, pizza bv the plank, sandwiches, and a
simple soup or salad for lunch. Once a month tliey

are hoping to stay open late into the night to let
college students come in while Bruce is making
cinnamon rolls or other baked goods to hang out,

both she and Bruce wish to instill within the walls

study, or to grab a midnight snack. It is a place for

of their bakery.

students "to feel welcome ... and not be a place
where

"Our values are community, simplicity, and beauty.

someone is waiting for them to clear a table," says

We just want our food to reflect those values".

Bruce. Above all else, he and Brenda want to make

The Newberg Bakery is set apart from other venues
as they want to cater specifically to the locals and

college students.They wish to do this by pricing

an impact on the Newberg community, to be a
place where people come and feel welcomed,
cared for, and served.
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EMPTY BOWLS

It began at noon in late October. Professionals,
students, alumni, and people from all arotmd the
Pacific Northwest joined together for the bowl-a-thon.
Their goal was to throw 2,200 bowls in order to hold an

Empty Bowls Dinner this spring.The dinner "is all about

gathering everybody together for a great big huge
communal meal and raising money for an important

George Fox University

stroke, thousands of people were affected. Right now,
although he is recovering very well, his speech is
inhibited.The Art and Design Department is raising
money to send him to speech camp. Mark Terry

described the condition as such:"basically what it boils
down to is his limited speech is this thing that is like a
dam,that all of his ability to speak is stuck behind him.

cause," says Mark Terry.

A little leaks out here and there—we want to break the

This year, the Art Department's important cause is

near to everyone's hearts. In November 2012 Doug

dam." The therapy required for Doug is not covered by
insurance and when the Campbells were being forced

Campbell was assailed with a massive stroke. He has

to dig into their retirement fund in order to pay the

been a professor at George Fox for twenty two years

gap, Mark Terry said,"not on our watch." For this years
Empty Bowls Dinner, all the proceeds will go to

and founded the art department. He is also one of
the most widely published and exhibited artists in the
Christian College Coalition. When he suffered his

Doug's speech camp.
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PARADE

George Fox University Theatre

This winter, the Geor[ie Fox Llnivcrsitv Theatre
department showed the musical Parade, a
heartwrenchin^ storv of racism and anti-semitism in

GEORGE

FOX

ONI VERSITY

THEATRE

PRESENTS

post-Citdl War Georgia. The musical dramatizes the
1913 trial ol Jewish lactorv manager Leo Frank, who
was accused and convicted of raping and murdering a
thirteen-vear-old employee, Marv Phagan.The

CO-CONCEIVED

trial, sensationalized bv the media, aroused antisemitic

LYRICS BY

AND OIRECTEO

JASON ROBERT

ON BROADWAY

tensions in Atlanta and the LI.S. state of Georgia. When
Frank's death sentence was commuted to lite in prison

BROWN

BY HAROLD

MUSIC AND

PRINCE
DIRECTED AT

%
1

by the departing Governor ol Georgia, John M. Slaton
due to his detailed review- of over 10,000 pages of
testimony and possible problems with the trial, Leo
Frank was transferred to a prison in Mdledgeville,

Georgia, where a Ivnchino partv seized and kidnapped

CPU BY RHETT

him. Frank was taken to Phagan's hometown of

LUEDTKE

Marietta, Georgia and was hung from an oak tree.
The events surrounding the investigation and trial led to
two groups emerging, the revival of the defunct KKK
and the birth of a premier Jewish Civil Rights

organization. Parade is a musical capturing a story of
unconditional love and trust amidst life's
trials and uncertainties.

PHOTOGR.tPH BY .MIC.^H SCHULER
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The accounting club is about preparing and
equipping accounting majors for successful
careers. The club connects juniors to accounting
firms and internships. On Saturdays, the club hosts
the VITA, a free program that connects students to
community members to help low income families

and students save money on taxes. Students build

leadership skills and organize events throughout

One student prepared a tax return for a woman who
brought a pet chicken in with her and admitted,
"I didn't know chickens could be stroked." Not many
people know much about accountants in general, but
the club helps people understand that accountants are

actually interesting with lives and senses of humor. A
lot of accountants even participate in sports, plus the
club has free pizza sometimes.

the vear.

The International Club is about blending

conversations that blend varving cultural backgrounds.

patch, Christmas gift exchanges, and trips to the

Cliinese Lab is a major part of the International Club,
which allows English speakers to learn Chinese and
helps students understand each other better. The
club creates a safe place for students to talk about the
struggles in their lives, learn how to be leaders, and
understand each other's perspectives. The club

coast.The goal of the international club is to connect

welcomes everyone, not just international students.

groups to create a diverse community of people.
The majority of the members are international
students. American and international students

participate together in cultural acticities such as NBA
games, the Lunar New Year, trips to the pumpkin

international and American students and create
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Sophilo

Social Work Club

The purpose of this organization is to facilitate community amongst the philosophy majors, minors, and other
philosophically inclined. Sophilo gatherings provide a venue for philosophers to open their internal dialogue into
a conversation in which we explore the nature of love, knowledge, and our own ethical responsibility. The
organization seeks to cultivate a climate in which philosophers help to shape the minds and hearts of one another,

making us all better philosophers for the sake of wisely loving another human being. Our desire is to promote
interest in philosophy among GFU students.

The social work club is about responding
collectively to the social issues and concerns

involving the marginalized and oppressed. Social
workers value human dignity and the worth of
every individual and respond alongside those who
experience social injustice, abuse, trauma, and difficult
life circumstances.The club is meant to serve as a way

it looks like nearbv in Portland.The social work club

that provides the framework for applving theory and

anvone who cares about service and is passionate about
people.You do not have to be a social work major.The

research to serving witliin and outside our
community.The club organizes events for tliose

provides an inside opportunitv to see how people can be
selfless, passionate, and grateful. It encourages students
to see how blessed thev are and demonstrates tlie need

for community.The social work club is a vehicle for

skv is the limit with social work, so vou're onlv

who are interested in volunteering to help serve.
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For instance, a big event this vear was open to the
public to learn about Human Sex-Trafficking and what

as limited as your imagination.
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Gospel Choir

i

The George Fox Nursing Club is dedicated to
reaching out to the community while building

community at Fox and throughout the citv of
Newberg. Nursing is about meeting the needs of those

fellowship within the school of nursing. It's purpose is

around us, which is a fundamental focus of the club.

to help spread the joy and happiness of Jesus Christ to
everyone.The nursing club enables students to

Each year, the Red Cross blood drive allows students
to see the campus and community come together to
give blood.The blood drive emphasizes the point of the

develop relationships with students of every class.
This club provides a place where students can come
together and encourage one another through the
mutual joy of nursing. Participating in this club helps
students receive direction and great advice from other
students, whether that advice be academic or not.The

club teaches nursing majors to engage in the

The Gospel Choir is a family of Spirit-led worshippers that crave to glorify God and minister to others through
song. Meetings begin with short sermons from campus pastors, followed bv crazy long practices full of
movement and rhythm.The choir performs at campus events and travels to a variety of off-campus locations to
worship with different communities. Off-campus trips have included Greater Solid Rock in Portland and a
nearby prison. Members of the Gospel Choir are devoted to constant encouragement and ministering to those

around them.They celebrate the Lord by expressing heart-worship with their voices.

club: to help others. When this blood drive dav rolls
around, it also gives club members the
opportunity to volunteer with one another and meet
others in the community and school.The Nursing club
provides opportunities and resources to come
together as friends and serve the community with love.
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KELLY CHANG

Assistant Professor of Psjchologj

Since mv life mission is to understand, illuminate,

conferences, and then continues the work in graduate

and inspire God's purposes in people's lives, I
found myself easily drawn to George Fox LIniversitv,
where college students are searching for God's calling
and purpose for them. So I came here in 2006 straight

school, I ha^■e had many retvards along the ^yay.
My advice to students is this: Your main purpose in
life is to trust God. Trust your Savior to work out the
details of your life in surprising, pleasing, and

out of graduate school. Here I have the privilege of

sometimes last-minute wavs. You may change your

helping students - ^vhether or not thev are psychology
majors—discover how God designed us to think, act,

major, struggle in relationships, or find a new passion

and feel in so many complex wavs. From the

you are trtdng your best with the resources and

engineering student who tells me,"I didn't know your
field could be so useful!" to the psychology student
who wins a scholarship to do independent research

directions you have today, and as long as ^■ou keep

learning and growing, you will find incredible blessing.

with me on the mission field in Nicaragua, presents at

Just hold on. And when vou get the chance, dance!

from an unexpected source. That is okav. As long as

Today's struggle will be tomorrow's lesson learned.

She really wants to help her students learn and willing to invest in our lives! She has a passionfor what she does as a
teacher and really loves the Lord.

"^Anonymous student

V
A,
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M.D., Assistant Professor

KATHY WEISS

I) How long have vou been working at Fox?

One year it was the Cusliing's disease boogie. I mimed

On and off since 1999. I started as a physician in the

tlie disease stmiptoms several different times, finally in
one class after I performed, there was a corporate

health and counseling center and started teaching
in about 2005 first as adjunct and tlien as "visiting"

intake of breath as tliev finally understood.
I took a bow!

professor then as a real one.
4)Do vou have any particular advice to students?

2)Wbat is it thatjirst drew you here:

Live like a college student until you pay the debt off.
1 live and have worked in newberg lor the last 25

Let it go and let God deal with it!! I don't want vou

years, so I was already here.

taking care of me if you don't know vour stuff!

3) Funniest/most memorable student interaction?

I try hard to get students to visualize the processes in

the body and frequently act them out.

She is extremely knowledgeable and although she pushes her students harder than most professors, she truly cares about them
and does what it take to help them succeed.
•'Anonvmous student
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SHENANIGANS

Freshman Paddle-wans

Essentiallv, one week out of evcrv vear, the fresliman

Paddles are so underrated.

class was given blue and gold beanies to wear. When
I mean, with a sturdy paddle at your side you can man a

canoe through rushing rapids, make a mean score during
an intense game of ping-pong, and prodjreshrnan around on

donned in this particular cap, the upperclassman were
allowed the libertv of prodding them around with

the quad.

paddles as well as making them carry their books.
Given, it was meant in good jest - but still, really?

You think I'm kidding. But guess again!

It wasn't until sometime around '45 or '49 when a new

As you previously read, the 80's and prior were a strange
strange time at George Fox University. Parachuting mice

ran rampant, the possum population was booming
(picture the massive number of squirrels we currently
have, and that s basically how bad it was), the security
staff was completely student operated, and the idea of
mixed dorm situations was still considered a
controversial topic.

:
t

■■

yrr

■ itill;;'::4U H u\MIJ HiiIfii:iiMIfte

president took office at the university that the tides
turned. In a triumphant rush, he broke all the paddles
and declared that freshman students wouldn't wear the

beanies any longer (as tradition had dictated).This is all
to be taken with a grain of salt - but as far as sources go,
Clyde Thomas was the one who passed along the story.
If anyone were to know, the Director of Plant Services
and past Fox alumni would be the best to reference.
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SPRING
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/t 5 springjever. That is what the
name of it is. And when you've got
it,you want - oh,you don't quite
know what it is you do want, but it

r

justfairly makes your heart ache,you

I

want it so!

Mark Twain
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ACCOUNTING

Tausha Rene

Kailee Willard
Why did rou decide to major in vour specijic discipline?

ir/ir did you decide to major in your specijic discipline?

Originally I was goinij to double major in
entrepreneurship and interior design, but after taking
my first accounting class, I realized that I loved it
and was good at it, so making it mv major

I grew up around business minded people, and that has
always been a realm that I feel comfortable in. When

just seemed logical to me.

widtin die business world that I love. Math and numbers

What are some irarx rou have played an integral role tvithin

out widi Accounting and it turns out that I love it!

it came time to pick a major I tried to find one where
I would be able to use my specific strengths and skills

have always been my strong point, so I decided to start
your major /department as well as the GFU community?
I was a team liaison for the Justice for Fraud Victims

Project and worked closely with five other team

members and the Portland Police Department to aid
in solving fraud cases.

Lr^

IlTiflt are some irar^ vou have played an integral role within
vour major/department as well as the GFU community/'

This year I have been able to serve as the ASC Vice
President of Finance (akaTreasurer), and it has really

been a blast. I wasn't expecting to be in this role, but

when the opportunity arose I stepped in, terrified. It
What is one lije lesson \-ou've learned while here at Fox?

I've learned the value of priorities, and how if you have
the wrong ones, life becomes a lot more difficult.

has been such an amazing experience, and I have learned
so much. My favorite part has been having the ability to
apply the things I am learning in my Accounting classes in
the real world, and also in a way that benefits the George

MMi
IJyou could be anv other GFU student/Jaculty, who would
you be and whv?

What is one IJe lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

If I could be any other student or faculty, I would be
Professor Lauri Smith. She is so fun loving, artistic,
travels frequently, and has such a kind heart for others,

There will always be more deadlines, to-do's, and

||n.:v

AAV

^ m

Fox community.

assignments to be done. I will never be happy or feel

all of which are reasons why I have continued to work

like I have accomplished anything of value if I can t step
back and look at the bigger picture of what I'm doing

for her over the past 3 years.

and where I'm going, and more importantly what God is
doing dirough me and where He is leading me.

J vou could be anv other GFU student/Jaculty, who would
vou be and why?
Kailee Willard

Tausha Rene

Age: 21

Age: 20

Hometown: WallaWalla,Washington

Hometown: Tualatin, Oregon

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Sophomore

Major: Accounting

Major: Accounting

Celena Nafarrate is one strong woman of God. She is
always pushing me to be more authentic and is one of
the most trustworthy people that I know. I am not alone
in saying that she is one of the few people who can make
you feel understood and cared for just in the way that she
listens. Carrie Gradin has an extremely diverse

worldview and I am always inspired by the perspective
that she brings to the table. She encourages me to

continue to step outside of mv box and look at the world
in a different way. Halie Potter, a Fox student last year,

inspires me by being one of the most generous and
caring people 1 have ever met. It blows my mind how
quickly she is willing to drop everything at any time to
help somebody out if thev need it.
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CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES

Why did you decide to major in your specijic discipline?

I started with athletic training, switched to marketing half-way, now at youth ministry.

I love young children and serving them (mostly die activities), being around them makes
me feel young and energetic.

Pl«i

"■

liTjut are some iiurx rou have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

iL-nu
t

I've been involved widi PA, ASC, and international club for two years, planning on the third.
Interactions with international students contributed to my learning on how to act out the
gospel and create vicarious experience.

What is one lijc lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

It is impossible to satisfy others' needs especially when everyone is looking at you to make
somediing happen, work hard, work smart, do my best and God will take care of the rest.
If vou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

From the first day I met Christine Wang, she had always kept her uplifting spirit around people
(except for once that I got her mad). She has been a blessing to people around her and as well as
to those she had served.

Louis Liu

Age: 20
Hometown;

Taiwan

Year in School: Junior
Major: Christian Ministries
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Benjamin Holtrop

Miranda DeVore

Why did you decide to major in your spccijic discipline?

Whv did vou decide to major in your specific discipline?

1 actually came to Fox because of the nursing program.

I decided to become an art major after having a family

As a senior in high school I look nursing classes at the
communilv college and also attended liigh school

loss diat made me see that I wasn't striving after what

courses. 1 thought 1 had evervdiing planned out. It was

the time here I'd better be doing it with the skill set that

at Fox that I took a drawing class to fulfill a general

I was given.

I was gifted with and that if I want to make the most of

education credit and 1 realized diat creativity and art was
j

somedting that allowed me to fully express myself. It

What are some ways you have played an integral role within

was the feeling of creating art and the naturalness diat it

your major/department as well as the GFU community?

flowed out of my veins that caused me to realize 1 loved

I became part of the art department family my second

art & design. So I switched my major and the
rest is history.

semester at Fox. I had a hard time at first, but I pushed

What are some u-arx rou have played an integral role within

student for tlie department.That role pushed me to seek
out community in the department and to find the holes

myself and then was offered a position as a workstudy
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

and try to fix them with small groups or even just the
During my time here at Fox, I have been blessed to be
given so many opportunities to serve.The past diree

challenge of knowing everyone by name.

years I have been able to serve the Fox community as

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

the Spiritual Life creative director & producer. I loved
that I was able to apply what I was learning in design/art
classes to somediing in real life. For the past two years

I have learned tliat if you truly are passionate, you will

be supported by those around you. Essentially I have
learned to trust.

some highlights of some things/events that 1 have been
involved in would be the co-creative director of the 2013

fvou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would

Best Picture Film widiin the Fox Film Festival & multiple
Visual Art Department events.

you be and why?
I would have to choose Cheri Hampton if I could be

5W

Benjamin Holtrop

Miranda DeVore

Age: 21

Age: 21

Hometown: Independence, Oregon

Hometown: Canhy, Oregon

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Senior

Major: Studio Art

Major: Studio Art

What is one life lesson vou've learned while here at Fox?

anyone else on campus. For those that don't know who

1 have learned that when you pour into someone you will
learn so much about them and about yourself. I have also
learned that being part of a community that challenges
you but also be a place where you are not afraid to bust a
dance move will keep you well rounded.

she is, she is the woman who basically runs the art and
design department. She has a graceful, humors, caring,
and always genuine spirit. Her integrity could never be
matched and with out her I think my time at Fox would
have been completely different (in a bad way). She has
taught me so many valuable things but most of I think she
is one of the best role models on campus. If you get the

' Ifyou could be any other GFU student/Jacuhy, who would
you be and whv?

chance stop by the office and tell her how awesome she is

I would chose to be Rusty St. Cyr. His heart for others

because she deserves to know what an amazing
person she is.

and willingness to approach then wherever they are at

emotionally, relationally, and spiritually is sometliing that
1 strive to have. I also reallv admire his sense of humor
and how he is able to make certain awkward situations

not so awkward. Working closely with him tlie past tliree
years, I have seen how he has been sucb a mover & shaker
on this campus and tliis is something 1 want to do
wherever 1 might be. Plus he has cool style.
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CINEMA MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS

Lexie Began

ir/ir did l ou decide to major in rour specific discipline?
I was inU-oduccd to animation in elementary school and loved it. I started teaching myself and

discovered tJiat 1 could actually study it in college.

What are some \ea\ s rou have placed an integral role within
vour major/department as well as the GFU communitv?

Most of the reason why I came to Fox is to help tlie animation department grow for future
students, so that is what I am doing currently.

What is one life lesson rou'rc learned while here at Foxf

I've learned to persevere and be flexible, even when it feels like the world is working
against you.

If vou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you be and why?

The Bruin, because why not be tlie mascot?

Lexie Began
Age: 20

Hometown: Tualatin, Oregon
Year in School: Sophomore
Major: Cinema Media Communications
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Nolan Staples

MUSIC

Jessica Sokoloff

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

■ Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

Music has always been a major passion of mine, and I
knew long before coming to college that I would be

I have always bad a passion for music, and couldn't

imagine my life without it. I have also been strongly

pursuing a music degree. It never crossed my mind to

influenced by music teachers I have had as a child. While

major in any other field of study.

spending 5 years in Europe with my church's Youth
Exchange Program, I had the opjiorlunily to leach choir
and work on arranging, performing, and leaching music
for our -Song Mission Project. Upon returning to the

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

United States, I decided to go back to school, and my
journey lead me to George Fox!

For years now I've played in several different GFU

music ensembles including jazz groups, classical groups,
and worship groups. I'm the only music student in
several years who has studied the double bass at Fox,

so I suppose that makes my role somewhat integral in
the ensembles that I've participated in.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

Community is always a priority. Also naps.

■

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I am the Directors Assistant to the Department Chair,
and Director of Choirs, Loren Wenz. I am responsible for
organizing our concerts and keeping everytliing running
smoothly when it comes to rehearsals, concerts, and
student events. I am the communication between Mr.

It.:
Ms',

Wenz and the choir, as well as oilier directors and

Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would

faculty. I am also the flute section leader in band, and

you he and why?

the alto section leader in choir. As the President of the

Andy Tweet. Have you seen that guy on the dance floor??

Collegiate National Associate for Music Educators(GFU
chapter), I have helped organized events on campus tliat
promote and educate the importance of music
education, as well as being the Collegiate Coordinator

for the Oregon Music Educators Association and
All-State Conferences. I feel so blessed to have been a

part of such a wonderful program, and University.
■ What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?
I have learned to become more involved and social

during my time at fox. I was rather uncomfortable
coming back to school a little later in life, but I
discovered that once I threw myself into the community
and looked around for more responsibility, that I found
ways to give back that are so fulfilling! I also discovered
wonderful lifelong friendships witli students and staff
that continue long past graduation.

Nolan Staples

Jessica Sokoloff

Age: 21

Age: 30

Hometown: Newherg, Oregon

Hometown: Keizer, Oregon

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Senior

Major: Music Performance

Major: Music Performance and Pre-teaching

■ Ifyou could he any other GFU student /faculty, who would
you he and why?

That is a difficult question, as I can think of several. I
think it would have to be Dr. Sophia Tegart, to teaches
flute and music. She so knowledgahle in her areas ol
expertise, and hands-down the best flute teacher I have
ever had, and very active in the local music scene. I want
to be her when I grow up :)
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Lindsay Rule

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Whj did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

Originally I wanted to open a kid's camp, but I soon learned that camping ministry wasn't my
full-time calling. Honestly, I just stuck with entrepreneurship and got lucky! Though, I couldn't
of picked a major that was more befitting with my personality. I would like to say I have a very
holistic life perspective. I have many interests, and 1 am always looking for ways to incorporate
different pieces of my life to make something "better" whether that he an experience or simply
to gain understanding... in one sense, that's what entrepreneurship is.Taking diflerent pieces

from different activities or items and putting it together with something else to create a richer,
more meaningful experience., and sometimes that looks like a new business.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

Our graduating class is the first class that went through all four years of the Entrepreneurship
major. It was a learning experience for everyone. Some students knew what they waned to do,
others -like myself- did not. I believe that we all brought a sense of optimism and exploration to

the program.We wanted to see what we were capable of, therefore we were not afraid to bend
the rules and try new things when it came to our business classes.
Personally, my biggest entrepreneurship experience within the GFU community was

facilitating the Commuter RA program within resident life. I was given very little instruction
what that was supposed to look like, so I got to play around with ideas and create a program
based on my own needs as a commuting student.There were things that worked well, and
things that didn't. Overall, it was a rewarding experience that taught me a lot about what it
takes to create a program.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

Decide: being indecisive is worse than wrong. Eventually, you have to make a choice, and you
might fall on your face for it. Actually, you probably will, Eind it's probably going to hurt too.

Pick yourself up and keep going. Good things come out of failures.
Act: Action is the antidote to despair.You want something, go get it. Work for it. Create it.
Change it. Don't just sit around wishing that things were better.You have an unique set of skills

Lindsay Rule

and perspective to offer.
Age: 21

Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

Kelly Uchiumi or Maria Gusenkov are two girls that I admire profoundly! They're the kind of

people you want to be around in hopes that you can be a fraction of the person they are.
Faculty wise. Deb Sepich, Joel Marshall, and Terry Steele have been the three most inlluential
professors in my time here at fox. All three are extremely selfless, encouraging, and thought

Hometown: La Center, Washington
Year in School: Senior

Major: Entrepreneurship

provoking. When they talk, you listen.
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Christopher Stanfield

Matthew Woertink
Whj' did you decide to major in your specijic discipline?

Why did you decide to major in four specific discipline?

I grew up playing with Legos and drawing pictures of

I'm good at math and I've alwavs like putting tilings
together and knowing bow they work.

trains. I originally wanted to be an sirchitect, but only

because I knew very little about engineering - I thought
they just built bridges. Well, turns out they do a lot
more, and I found engineering to be a similar outlet of

ENGINEERING

What are some wars vou have plavcd an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

creativity and design just as Legos and drawing bad been.
A lot of the classes have group projects or assignments

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?
Over the summer, I studied the role of density
fluctuations in large amplitude Alfven space waves with
Dr. Bob Hamilton, one of the physics professors in the
department. I am currently the RA of two bouses in

that require the cooperation of every member of the
team. Also bouncing ideas off of each odier is often the

Wi m

key that allows us to figure out a tough problems, so it's
really an effort on the wiiole engineering class. I also
enjoy helping my roommates out with their homework
when I can.

HAE and it has been one of the best experiences on
campus thus far, both working with an awesome staff

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

and being present in resident's lives.

People are a lot more important that finisliing diat last
homework problem.

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?
Ifyou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would

Leave your door room more than once or twice

freshman year.Talk to strangers, play in the creek, and

you be and why?

eat some dirt. Also, call your mom every once in awhile;

Cameron Adams, because be has already overcome and

she probably misses you a lot.

incredible amount of hardship and struggle to reach the
point be has academically and socially. He is very strong

Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would

in dealing with friends and has great conversadon skills.

you be and whv?

Besides, who wouldn't want to be able to bench 295 lbs?

Joey Bareitber - be is THE guy.
Matthew Woertink

Christopher Stanfield

Age: 21

Age: 21

Hometown: Ventura, California

Hometown: Bomet, Kenya

Year in School: Junior

Year in School: Junior

Major: Mechanical Engineering

Major: Mechanical Engineering

Where I come from, it is 70 degrees year round and the
ocean freezes over at 50.
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GLOBAL BUSINESS

Ameena Bossier

Whj' did you decide to major inyour specific discipline?
I chose to do art because I love it and it has always been apart of my life. My parents have alwavs
been supportive and I can not imagine my life without it. Business is interesting to me and I like

to know how my money works; plus I love to travel so Global Business seemed like a perfect fit!
I hope to combine my knowledge in both art and business one day by working in a museum or
some other interesting place.

^ f ■ '1

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

r

In the art community I have helped wherever I could lend a hand.There have been times of

i-'- ' c- -v' i

setting up food or working with the Lippi award committee. In the overall George Fox

■■ :: . f.

■T31

community I have been a peer advisor, played sports, and have gone on two summer serve trips

with the May Serve Teams for Swaziland, Africa and Nicaragua. I also work in the library so
I help a lot of students find the things that they need.
What is one Ife lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

One life lesson I have learned while being at Fox is that life is too short not to enjoy it. I've
learned to be flexible and to take one thing at a time.

Ifyou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

If I could be any other person on GFU campus I guess I would be

Robin Baker maybe haha it

would be funny to have so many people talk obsessively about my mustache.

Ameena Bossier

Age: 21
Flometown: Lancaster, California
Year in School: Junior
Major: Studio Art and Global Business
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Amanda Elliot

MULTI-MEDIA ANIMATION

Wh v did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

1 wanted to major in animation, but tlie program is still starting up, so I decided to supplement
mv animation classes widi art classes.

i-.'i ■'

'..J

What are some nays vou have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I'm working to make the animation program better with more classes and professors.

ITTiut is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

Even if there isn't a clear patli for me to take, 1 can make my own way.

mfii

Ifyou could be any other GFU student /faculty, who would

m

you be and why?

I would want to be Lexie, because she is such an awesome animation student. She is a good
example of someone who has made her own way in the world dirough self-teaching
and perseverance.

Amanda Elliot

Age: 19

Hometown: Fremont, Calijornia
Year in School: Sophomore
Major: Graphic Design and Multimedia / Animation
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ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATIONS

Yali He

U'/ir did vou decide to major in ivur specijic discipline?
I wanted to become a English-Chinese interpreter before I came to tire States, and I
thought studying communication can help me fulfill my dreams.Tltree years of stud)ing

Communication skills did prepare me well with communication skills.
What arc some wa\ s you have played an integral role within
rour major/department as well as the GFU community?

I had taught Chinese on campus for almost a year, and I believe I helped bridge the gap between
different cultures with my language and communication skills.

rnrii

* What is one lije lesson you're learned while here at Fox?
One life lesson I've learned while studying here is to ask why before asking what. I used to

get stuck by questions like "what should I do" or "what do I do," and I forget the importance of
knowing the reasons and intentions before my choices. I believe asking why before asking what
helps me understand life better.

Ij^ you could be any other GFU student/Jaculty, who would
ft.

vou be and why?

'

Martha lancu. She was myTESOL professor, and I learned many greatTESOL and life lessons
from her. I decided to study education in my graduate study after taking her courses. She is
a patient, diligent, responsible, and loving professor, and she is my role model for my future

■ I

Hometown: Hunan, China
Year in School: Senior

Major: Organizational Communications
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Julia Howell

Drew Miller

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

Whv did vou decide to major in vour specific discipline?

Words have always been my passion. Writing and reading

Literature is unique in its abililv to build both eloquence
and compassion. In reading a poem or story we enter
another's shoes through heigiilened or surprising

have been my two loves, and I've learned so much about

the world and about myself from those two things. The
professors here at George Fox are really top-notch, and

language and images. Mv major lias helped me to enter

have encouraged me in my love for stories and seeing

into the experiences of manv people through
imagination, and has enabled me to live a deeper life
of compassion and to articulate that passion.

literature from a faith perspective.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?
I joined the Crescent this year, which has been so much

fun.The editors are really encouraging and supportive,
and it's been great to learn how to tell people's sto

ries. I've enjoyed meeting some of the guest speakers
that come to campus I wouldn't have otherwise had an
opportunity to meet, and I love being a part of the Fox

ENGLISH

1 'SS
What are some itui's vou have plavcd an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

I am very grateful for the relationships I was able to
engage in while I was at Fox-becoming close friends

with people with many different experiences than me
transformed my view of other people, empowering me
to speak, with love, against injustice and dehumanization.

student voice.

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

H'hat is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

I've learned that people are really so kind and encour-

aging. I've had the opportunity to be a peer advisor this

year, and all the people I got to meet were so fun. Living
life here at Fox is great because of the community, and
I ve been able to experience that in a big way.

Don't be afraid. Abigail Rine once told me that

mm

sometimes the things we fear writing are the things we
need to write the most.That came true for me, and it

transformed my relation to fear, admonishing me to seek
the good my fears teach me.
fyou could he anv other GFU student /faculty, who would
you he and why?

fyou could he any other GFU student /faculty, who would
I would be Don Sprague, bands down-then I could dirow
incredible pots and not work on Fridays.

you he and whv?

My RA,Alii Gilbert. She is so kind and always willing to

Julia Howell

Drew Miller

Age: 20

Age: 22

Hometown: Tacoma,Washington

Hometown: Newberg, Oregon

Year in School: Sophomore

Year in School: Senior

Major: English

Major: English

help anyone who needs it. I really admire her genuine
love for people and her love for life!
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Amanda Nystrom

COMMUNICATION ARTS

Why did you decide to major in your specific discipline?

One of my greatest fears is public speaking. It terrifies me and gives me so much anxiety that
I actually shake like a leaf in a tornado (ok, maybe not that extreme).There's somethintj about
the adrenaline rush that makes you learn as much as you possibly can so you don't come out
looking like an idiot. I went into communication because I wanted to overcome that f ear. What

I found was that the push to learn more and the adrenaline makes it an exhilarating cxjrerience
that I love. So even though I went in to challenge my fear, I came out with a lot more
knowledge than I had ever expected and a basis for understanding the most simple and
complex phenomenon that we perform: communication.
What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

The most impact I had was within small groups of people, either groups of friends or even
small groups for projects. But that fits my personality as I enjoy being behind the curtains,

i

motivating others to be the face of the play while I adjust the lighting and sound svstem. I take

passion in things like that; being able to give motivation and help others. Of course I tried to
help out within the community and the communication department when I could, like being
involved in award nights and Christmas parties. But what really made my heart sing was doing
subtle things that no one would notice to make their lives better or easier, or maybe just

happier. I truly believe acts of random kindness (and to make it easy to remember: ARK)
can make all the difference in a community.
What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

No matter who you are or what you are going through, God will give you the support you
need. I can t remember how many times I have been stressed out beyond my limits, not
knowing how I was going to handle whatever crisis (or really hard assignment) I was dealing
with. But every single time, God sent me someone with some form of encouragement.There

are so many good people at Fox, whetlier it be faculty or students, who truly do care about you

and your well being. It is such a blessing to be in a place where you can go through the hardest
trial and know that someone will be there for you, no matter what. It showed me how powerful

God is and how much He really does love us. If He didn't. He wouldn't give you the ability to

Amanda Nystrom

see the sunrise after the darkness.

Age: 21

Ifyou could be any other GFU student/faculty, who would
you be and why?

Hometown: White Salmon, Washington

The first name that pops in my head is my good friend Haley Winkelman, without whom I am
not sure I would be here today. She is the first person who taught me that no matter what vou

are going through, God will give you the love and support you need.Then the great Onjalai

Year in School: Senior

Major: Communication Arts

Flake comes to mind, as she inspired me to be passionate in everything I do. Asfor faculty,
Kevin Jones taught me that whatever life throws at you, God is bigger^ You can overcome if you
persevere, fhese three life lessons are what keep me going and what keep me sane in this life of
trials and hardship.These individuals have changed my life and I look up to the m more than
they will ever know.
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Alana Espineli

GRAPHIC DESIGN

Jonathan Rooks

- Why didyou decide to major inyour specific discifiner
Ever since I was little I have loved to create things.
Throughout high school I really enjoyed doing things
such as yearbook and designing other print materials.
When the opportunity to go to Fox with an art

why did vou decide to major in vour specific discipline?
I love having the ability to be creative. To me, I have
found majors that I am able to tiioroughlv enjoy and
continue to pursue williout getting burnt out. Plus,
while being artistic I have the abilitv to listen to music

scholarship came up, I decided to go for it!

non-stop. What could be better!.'

■ What are some ways you have played an integral role within

your major/department as well as the GFU community?
This year I had the great opportunity to use my skills as
a designer and serve the Fox community as the graphic
designer for Spiritual Life.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?
1 created the stalker-book a few years ago! But more

seriously, I like having the ability to engage witli other

students in my classes and helping them reach their full

■ What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

While being at Fox I have come to see the value of deep
relationships with friends and family.

potential.

What is one life lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

%

There are times to be serious, and times to be ridiculous.

■ Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would

And sometimes time for botlr at the same time.

you he and why?

Ifyou could he any other GFU student/faculty, who would

I would love to be a student who has a ton of free time so

1.

you be and why?

that I could sleep more.

It may seem like a cop-out, but I honestly wouldn't
choose to be anyone else. I'm perfectly happy being the
man God continues to use.

1
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Alana Espineli

Jonathan Rooks

Age: 20

Age: 20

Hometown; ChulaVista, California

Hometown: Eugene, Oregon

Year in School: Junior

Year in School: Junior

Major: Graphic Design

Major: Graphic Design and Entrepreneurship
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Morgan Blomstrom

MANAGEMENT

Derek Dixon

Why did you decide to major in your specijic discipline?

Why did you decide to major in

I decided to major in management because I wanted to

At first I wanted to pursue a biology degree but dien I

do business and it seemed like the best fit!

knew it was not for me. I looked into some ol tlie

vour

specijic discipline?

business majors and fell in love with business

management. I love management because I feel I am

What are some ways you have played an integral role within
your major/department as well as the GFU community?

called to lead not onlv in the business world but being

Sometimes I make sassy comments in class and try

a leader as Christ was. I enjoy working with people and
managing them as well. I love making things work more
efficient and better finding solutions to problem solve.

to contribute, but most of the time I am a listener to
bounce ideas off of.

What are some ways you have played an integral role within

What is one lije lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

I have learned that planning ahead and being prepared
is an integral part of being successful. I would not have

succeeded at Fox without the help of my advisor, Annette
Nemetz.

IJ^you could he any other GFU student/Jaculty, who would
you be and why?

your major/department as well as the GFU community?

Business management has not only helped me in the
business world, but also in the community as well.The
major helped me able to manage my time more efficient
and being a leader here on campus. I am the leader for
FCA (Fellowship Christian Athletes) here on campus. I
feel God led me to this position to reach out to atliletes.
I am also the President of .S-A AC (Student Athletic

Advisor Committee).This is where adiletes are given a

I would totally be Kelly Uchiumi! She is such an

approachable and humble person, and she always
brings sunshine into any room.

voice for the NCAA decisions in rules diat pass through.
The last thing is I am the captain of the baseball team. It
is awesome to integrate the skills I learn in the classroom
to real events.

What is one lije lesson you've learned while here at Fox?

Before I came to George Fox University, I was not a
Christian/follower of Christ. I lived my life my own
way. Fox has changed me from the inside out in die last 4
years. I have committed my life to Christ 2 years ago and
I am so blessed to be part of this school. I have met some

lifelong friends here and I am blessed to be part of an

Morgan Blomstrom

Derek Dixon

Age: 22

Age: 22

Hometown: Carson Citv, Nevada

Hometown: Vancouver, Washington

Year in School: Senior

Year in School: Senior

Major: Management and Global Business

Major: Management

awesome, spiritually led University.
Ifyou could he any other GFU student /Jaculty, who would
you he and why?
I would be Jamie Johnson because he is an awesome

teacher and a spiritually gifted individual.

I am very blessed to be part of a super great university

and I am happy that I chose Fox. II I could go back in
time, I would do it all over again.
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EMPTY BOWLS BANQUET

George Fox Universitj
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The Empty Bowls Banquet fundraiser was a

filled all the available tables in the Bruins Den.The

at the Empty Bowls fundraiser Eridav night to
assist art professor Doug Campbell as he
continues to recover from a stroke. On top of tliat, an
anonymous donor had pledged to match donations up
to $15,000, bringing the grand total to $34,000!The
event proved to be a tremendous success far
exceeding any expectations the Department and
community had for that night. Whether all involved
knew Doug personally or not, the universitv and
community were able to rally around a cause much

event itself involved a buffet style meal and art

greater than themselves and show their support to

auction that went on through the entiretv

a friend and colleague in need.

culmination of all the hard work and time given
to throwing, glazing and firing thousands of

ceramic bowls.Time was given by students, facultv
and strangers who wanted to join the cause.

Thousands of work hours later, the banquet was readv
to commence. Both those in the know and passersby
alike joined in the grandeur of the evening, stopping
to look at and purchase the stockpile of bowls that

of the evening. Approximately SI 9,000 was raised
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SPRING SPORTS
/ can hear the cries ojthe crowd
High up in the stands.

Flesh against stee], the bat is now
An extension of mj bands.

The sun beats downfrom up above
Heat irares rise (frclav

The weather knows it, as / do
That it is time to nln,.
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Spring 2014

SOFTBALL

Spring 2014
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SOFTBALL -[sa\Acjt-hawl]

noun, a game of ball between two nine-player teams played usually for nine innings on a field that has as a focal point
of a diamond-shaped infield with a home plate and three other bases, 90 feet (27 meters) apart, forming a circuit that

noun, a modified form of baseball played on a smaller field witli a larger ball, seven rather than nine innings, and

must be completed by a base runner in order to score, the central offensive action entailing hitting of a pitched ball
with a wooden or metal bat and running of the bases, the winner being the team scoring the most runs.

underarm pitching. The game evolved during the late 19tla century from a form of indoor baseball.
2013-2014 ROSTER
Sophia Haugea, Amanda

2013-2014 ROSTER

CourfruM Howard, Erin Htrnto, Felicia Chave/-, AUvssa DenDckker, Kelsev Hanscn, .Megan Furtado, BavleeWesirick, Monica Martinez,

AihJey Bunce, Kat H\ Iton, Ka\ la Anderson. Becca Olson

Juk-n Dniih. Derek Blankenship. Zach Hegelmeyer. Kudvn Nanrrini, Ian Skiles, Muuheii Zeller, Nathan Higa, Derek Dixon, Michael Hirko, Clay Gartner, Cahe
l outhan. Danny Clifford. Christian Jarnagin, Zac Israel, Jordan Pearson, Brandon Sutton, Taylor Johnson, Zach Rapac/, Dustm Wells, Connor Harris, Sean Tberhardt,
Deniilr, Cranshan, Tai lor Dunn. Josh Rapac,, Clay Mott.Jake Hanky, Jack Merrill, Ki leAlbertson, Brandon Wilenian, Sam Moreland, Tom Zarosinski, Jacob Woehler,
Ian limkles, l:li Skiles, Juan Mauleon.Joel Tnierline, Aaron Daut.TJ. Bron n, Riles McKean, Scotty Strickland. Blake Stassi, Brandon Peterson
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GOLF

Spring 2014

-mm

if

2013-2014 ROSTER

GOLF -[gawlj]

MENS

noun, a game in which clubs with wooden or metal heads are used to hit a small, white ball into a

John Adrian, Dvlan Harris, Nick Karich, Kyle Kirwan, Travis Munnell, Stephen Ossey

number (jf holes, usually 9 or 18, in succession, situated at various distances over a course having natural
or artificial obstacles, the object being to get the ball into each hole in as lew strokes as possible.

WOMENS
Kirhi Havemann,\Vhitnev Jammcrman, Loreece Magsanide, Sydney Maluenda, Megan McGren, Melissa Nugent,
Hailev Ostrom, Madison Perrv
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TRACK AND FIELD

Spring 2014

CROSS COUNTRY

:

Spring 2014
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Emilv Dohrinski, Kane Di k, Rachel Gibbs, Savannah Hamilton,Jcnna Hills, Emilvjov, Sarah MacKenzie, Miriam Marsh,
CoJi Morton, Sarah Ng, Erin Sanders, Tavlor Sun j, Kelly Toms, Emily Veer, SondraWildman

.-PI
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TRACK & FIELD
noun, a sport performed indoors or outdoors and made up of several events, such as running, pole-vaulting,
shot-putting, and broad-jumping.
2013-2014 ROSTER

WOMENS
Rachael Adkws, Charity Am, Kalissa Brooks, Tijfanv Burk, Emily Carlson,Jasmine Cranshan-, Caprina Crocker, Emily Dobrinksi, Katie Dyk, Olivia Fleming, Sarah
Fra/.icr, Rebekah Galve/, Rachel Gibbs, Sarah Gilmore, Sally Gordon, Asia Greene, Maria Green, Emily Flamilton, Savanah Hamilton, Michaela Hendrix, Jenna Hills,
Shannon Kephart, Sommer Kirk, Rachael Kraske, Hilary Lonery, Sarah Mackenzie, Dannah Martin, Ally McConnell, Samaniha McCormick, Allison Molsiad, Codt

Morton, Sarah \'g, Emily Painter, Ellen Pitts, Libby Richmond, Sierra Robertson, Erin Sanders, Caroline Smith, Erin Spron les, Arielle Stuart,Taylor 5uhu, Kaithn
S\yihari, KeU\ Toms, Alyssa Turner. Emily Veere, KylieWeatherJord, Emily Wilson

Zachan Bibb, Rilev Bushnell, Colin Daniel, Devon Donahue, KvIe Dreibelhis, Sean Ellis, Kevin Greco,Jahnathon Larson,

MENS

Alexander Lull, Marcus Mateo, Grant McGill, Aaron Molstad, Connor Niemi,Joseph Pia, Bryant Quinn, Kody Tarbell,
Micah Tate, Cody Thompson, NathanWiggins

Cameron AJunn, Mirhuel Armour, Zuihuri Bibb, Ryan Braden, Josue Cooper, Marco Crete, Colin Daniel, Devon Donahue, K\ le Dreibelhis, Sean Elliv, Garrett Esteh,
Dajuan Cant, Devin Geiger,juke Graham. Kevin Greco, Nate Hyatt, Caleb Johnstone, Connor Koch, Brad Lander, David Laryon.Will Lanrence, Rum locknvoJ,
(labriel Luikei, Ale\ Lull, Bimba Mansarai, Nic Marois, Marcuv Mateo, Grant McGill, Kvie Miller, Aaron Molstad, Michael Morikaiva, Aidan Morrell,.^rick Morrell,
Ethan Mover, Solomon Norriv, Kiel Phelpv, Grant Phillipv, Joveph Pia, Lau rence Pottv, Brvant Ciuinn, Mark Sancher.Adam Shall, E/ekiel SMnh, Kodi Tarhell, Caleb

CROSS COUNTRY

Lurner, Erich VanBergen, Aaron Van Gorkom,Justin Vanier, Justin Weatherjord, Nathan H'iggins, Austin Wisenbaker

noun, a sport in which teams and individuals run a race on open-air courses over natural
terrain.The course mav include surfaces of ^rass and earth and open country, including
hills and flat ground. It is both an individual and a team sport.
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LACROSSE

Two-thousand fourteen marked an exciting year
for George Fox University's Division III athletics

Spring 2014
interest in the new program developed quickly and
a huge variety of experienced and talented women
were eager to participate.The University is thankful

program.The women's lacrosse team played its first
spring season this year and became the 16th
intercollegiate sport offered at the school with
Natahe Harrington as the new head coach.
Harrington's vision for coaching is based on the

themselves to becoming a team that George Fox is

"East Coast style," an aggressive and physical sort of

proud of. By mid-season, the team had several

that Harrington, a passionate, energetic, and authentic

example of Christ, has stepped into the role of the first
coach.Year-round, the women have committed

play. In Harrington's eyes, there's no sense in tying

remarkable wins and with this fantastic first year as

bows in the girls' hair. Although many expected the

the foundation, the new lacrosse program is bound

team to face initial recruiting troubles, an incredible

for remarkable success.

Cassie Paulev,Jessica Adrian, Christine Dohenv, Rachel Gibbs, Megan Westby, Alexa Nakashimada, Miranda Edwards. Alicia Wong Yccenia Arrc/ola,
Shealtiel Hart, Tavler Main, Katelvn Bradshaw, Mikaela Easterlin, Lauren Abshire, Isabella Anderson, Kaj lee Kolin

TOWNSCAPES III

\:'»n
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155 5IF 7th St.

RED HILLS MARKET

On a beaulilul spring dav in March, 2012,

Dundee, OR 971 IS

"We lo^■e all the local bountv ofYamhill Countv

Red Hills Market oliiciallv opened for business,
providing food and \\ ine lo the Newbera-Dundee

and wanted to create a restaurant/market that

area. Jodv and Michelle Kropi are the founders
of the operation. Jodv brings memories of working at

With tlie help of their silent familv friend partners
Garv and Marcia Rohweder, the couple was able

his family's restaurant, the Brownsville General Store,

to create just the place for the residents of Yamhill
Countv. Their continual goal for Red Hills Market
is to provide good local food in an emironment

from the time he was a child.

After they moved to Dundee in 2002, botli Jodv
and Michelle began di-eaming of a space that locals

showcased it."

that is welcoming to all.

could call their home and that visitors could

explore and enjov:

/

1
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BONAVENTURA
Authentic Italian Sausage and Deli

Brothers Joe and Randy Bonaventura always had a

620 E. 1st Street

Newberg, OR 97132

their parents from the time they were young children.

As a thank you, Bonaventura donated over S500 to
a scholarship.Thev also provide internships for
marketing students and emplov several
George Fox students.

It wasn't until they found themselves in Newberg,
Oregon for over fifteen years that their desire to
create a restaurant was born."It was funny, it was a

Throughout their entire lives, Joe and Randv
imderstood the importance and beautv of familv.

passion for family and good food. Raised in
upstate New York, they made sausage and wine with

hot August night, we were eating, we had just made
ten pounds of sausage with our little kitchen aide
mixer and we were sitting outside and barbequing it
... and we looked at each other and said,'What are

Their desire for Bonaventura is that it is a ^\•elcoming
environment for everyone who enters."Our mission
statement is to be true to everyone as if thev were
your family. I mean, that's how we were born and

we doing?"'The following Monday they signed a lease
on a building and got to work, seeing their vision

raised." For the two families behind Bonaventura, it's

grow within the space on 1st street. Only 90 days

people right.

not about making money, but having fun and treating

later after that night, Newberg saw the grand opening
of Bonaventura on November 14, 2012.

As a George Fox contribution to the restaurant, the

Bonaventura would like to include a special thank vou
to the George Fox administration for their
continued support.

student union created sandwiches to be featured and
voted on the best creation.The Bruin Bruschetta was
■w'tv:-:'

the result of that event, and is still one of the most
popular sandwiches to date.
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PASTORCILLOS
Taco Truck

The food truck craze has seen rapid expanse over
the past five years, especially in the culturally
pioneering region of the west coast.This past year has
the food truck experience has arrive in our own
neighborhood of Old Town Newberg. On the far end
of our humble town,just before the 99W begins to
extend to our neighboring countryside of Dundee,

lies a street corner near Nap'sThriftway where
Pastorcdlos has chosen to set up shop. From the
signage advertising the truck's selections, to the
enticing aromas experienced upon approach,

105 S. Main Street

Newberg, OR 97132

in everv variation one could desire when it comes

to meat choice, from simple Carnc and Polio asada,
to more exotic selections like Lengua and Cabeza.

Accompanving these are classic drink choices such as
Mexican Coke and Jarritos. Victoria, the owner and

head cook, shared the background of the business:
The truck itself was purchased three vears ago, and

the business soon separated from partnership with a
local Taqueria. Business from the communitv has been
encouraging, and Victoria loves working the truck.

Pastorcillos has seemingly established an effortless

brand identity of authenticity and friendship. As any
connoisseur of street food would expect, the recipes

Regardless of payment methods or distance from
campus, the encouraging truth remains that Victoria
and her staff find their joy in serving qualitv food
to their customers.

are simple, authentic, but effective.Tacos are available

..N^wiaues TACOS
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JAC'S
Deli and Frozen Custard

Jessica, Josi, Alii, and Colton: the four children
of Joe and Betsv Fellig inspired the name beltind
Jac's Deli and Frozen Custard. Amidst a season of

change, Jac's came to be from Joe and Betsy
exploring a new vocation that combined tlieir love
for good food and the Newberg-Dundee ai"ea.

r/cnsc

Towards the end of 2011 thev began searching for
diflerent ideas to create a small, family-owned
business, and bv Februarv 201 3 they began working
on the first stages for the deli.The location was nailed
down, the remodeling was underwav, and the menu
was being perfected."Then, in early April, our son—
Colton -was called to Heaven. He had planned on

working at Jac's after graduating from OSU and use
the experience at the deli as a step towards owning his
own pub some day," savs Betsv Fettig.

111 E. 1st Street

Nevvherg, OR 97132

"It mav seem strange that we jumped back into the
work of Jac's right after Colton's death, but that is
\\"hat we did. What we needed to do." Finally, thanks
to famdv and friends, Jac's opened late August 2012,

welcoming sunsliine and customers hungry for
handmade burgers and old-fashioned frozen custard.
Their ultimate desire is to remain a solid part of the

Newberg community as well as to provide a short
pleasant break for those passing tlirough."We aim to
serve our customers with good and healthy food as
well as with a pleasant attitude during every visit,"
savs Betsy. Their ultimate desire is to remain a soHd
part of the Newberg communitv as well as a short
pleasant break for those passing through.
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MUCHAS GRACIAS
Alexican Food

Muchas Gracias is a staple to the Fox communitv.
For east side residents, it proGdes a closeproximitv hub of tastv cultural food, and for all other
students, it still provides nifty discounts at most any
hour (i.e. Iree drinks when vou show vour student

ID). While it is frequently viewed as a fast food chain,
its employees and customers would argue otherwise.
Muchas is one oi the only 24-hour sit down dining
spots in Newberg, and while it offers an array of
larger dishes, it also has options as inexpensive

191S Portland Rd.

Newberg, OR 97132

In order to shoot the above photos, txvo of us from
the creative team made the trek across town. After

snapping a few exteriors, we thought we might grab
a quick midnight bite. It turned out they were closed
due to cleaning. However, when these three
hospitable employees realized we were hungry, thev
legitimately reopened shop at 2am to make us
burritos. And not only that, thev did it completely
willingly and with smiles on their faces.

Essentially, they completely liyed up to their name.

as S 1.50.

r

1
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ABROAD

Traveling Into Mjself

WORDS & PHOTO BY KATE WILDER; Germany

I

I have always loved to travel. As an artist, nothing

But I have been changed even more bv the

could better engage my senses than the exciting

conversations.The German man who talked about

new sounds, smells, and tastes of another country.
Even more than that, traveling is a chance for me as
a student to bring my education to full fruition.This

growing up in East Berlin. The Korean women who

semester I am studying in Germany where I get to
engage daily in history in a uniquely personal wav.
I walked the streets where people once

rallied, I ate in cafes where poets gathered, I saw

told me the story of her mother's death and her long
road through grief and healing. The man from

Switzerland who eagerlv shared his passion for music
and culture. The woman in Luxembourg who took
me to a film festival where we engaged on issues of

is such a wealth of experience surrounding me that

migration and poverty. If anything, this journev has
reminded me that despite the chasm of cultural
differences there is a deeper shared humanitv within

I can hardly take it all in.Travel can serve multiple

us. I am constantly in awe of the wav pure

purposes. Certainly, as our society becomes more

significant to me because they have provided an

strangers can connect.These are the memories tliat
have made my study the most rewarding.Though
I am still attempting to find the words to explain
what I have seen and felt, I know this trip has already
changed me considerably. When you are taken out
of your familiar routine vou begin to notice your
thoughts and behaviors through contrast; the
unfamiliar background casts a new light that sharpens
the way you see. I have been challenged more than

the landscape which inspired countless artists.There

globally interconnected it is increasingly important
to be aware of the world around you, to be

culturally sensitive, and to open yourself up to the
rich diversity of experiences available to you.
There are three study weeks that are a part of this
program, designed to allow students a chance to

visit countries of their choosing.These have been
opportunity to engage with people on a different

I thought possible; I have felt ignorant and awkward

level. When I travel I either stay in hostels or
couchsurf and I do that intentionally. Both of these

and lonely. But I have lived through that and gained

methods force me out of my comfort zone and

would have been possible otherwise. I can truthiully
say that these past few months have changed me
completely and I can only hope that as I return home

place me in a setting where I am interacting with
people from all over the world instead ofjust my
American friends. Ultimately, living abroad has been
just as much about people as it has been about place.
I will of course remember roadtripping through the
Swiss Alps at sunset, or hiking through the Black

a sense of confidence in mvself that I do not think

I hold onto this person I am becoming.

Forest, or walking through the Alhambra in Spain.
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CLIMBING

CommunitjThrough Problem Solving

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CONNOR MAGEE & KIRSTEN HALLENBECK
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Climbing at George Fox is a quickly growing passion
for many students.The climbers are a tight knit
group with great love for their own, but are also

together, though Runia reflects upon confronting those
challenges with his colleagues:"Some of these people
are my best friends—tighter than anyone I knew in high

incredibly welcoming to anyone, those with a desire
to climb or not.They are connective and driven,

school." Through climbing, his relationships with people

openhearted with a desire to become stronger. For

them together. Aside from open hours, there are
climbing classes available for students, as well as group
trips to various locations."They are great, and very
inexpensive financially," Runia says as he reflects upon
his trips to Central Oregon and California. These treks

sophomore Conner Runia, many of his first interactions

with the culture of campus were through these specificpeople.The climbing wall is located in a small closet in
the Wheeler Sports Complex, a sanctuary away from
schoolwork and the qualms that surround one's life.

Everything seems to disappear when focused on
reaching the top of the wall, bv processing where the
best footing is and how to lift oneself higher. It is a
different challenge when facing the mountainside

are closer, for it is one of the connective tissues that link

include climbing routes and exploring the beauty of the
Pacific Northwest and the greater We.st Coast. Above all,
it is an activity that brings people together and creates
a tinique community of people dedicated to each other
and their love of the sport.

'd
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and even more importantly, help them become a
sensitive person who can actually respond to what

these great authors are saying.

mm

reacliing, yet also holds the possibility of direct impact
on our own soil. The Honors Program thinks that the

students here, we're too late to join. However, tliis idea

art of interpretation is the art of understanding. It
takes a lot of patience, a lot of intellectual humility, and
careful and patient discussion ^^'ith others. The\ \\ ant

still bears weight with how we interact with pieces of

students to be indi\'iduals, humans beings, and fulh

Unfortunately, no. , for those of us who are already

literature. The honors iacultv encourage students to

formed Cliristians. They want to see a progression of

enter into the actual words of the text, and that once

the wa)' in \\-luch students faith interacts with the ideas
tliat tliey're engaging \\-ith in class and then to take the

you're there - ask the author a good question. Ask the
text a good question. Become a sensitive person who
humbles themselves before renown thought.

conyersation outside the walls of the classroom.

So, in total, it's safe to say that the inclusion of this new

!'!&> i; •

pfa.

The hope for the William Penn Honors Program is far

It's like a kind of spiritual exercise - like falling in love.
For instance, you know you're more in love tlie more

you're recognizing who the person is, and what thev
actually are when you're not projecting onto tliem and
making them who you want them to be.Treat the

method of education is bound to further George Fox
in rigorous scholarship. It should be considered a grand

opportunity to pursue excellence and understanding as
a community, as well as indiMduals.

text similarly.
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Scholarship is, in essence, knowledge acquired by
deep study. As a liberal arts institution, that

particular idea is something we cling to dearly. Part of
this also picks up on what some would say is best about
Quaker evangelical Christianity - the idea of'query' - of
asking the right questions as a means of pushing closer
to truth.

essentially, an alternative general education package.
This means that the students who take part will still
have a normal major within the university and be fully
integrated into the campus communitv, but have
slightly different course curriculum.

The idea is that, by the end of the program, students
will have read through about 1 50 of the most
important works from civilization, ranging from

But some would ask, which wells of thought do we draw
from in order to accomplish this great task?

ancient Greece and Israel, back into modernitv.

After World War II, manv scholars began to question the

Students then finish their senior year with a 20th
century seminar as well as developing their

purpose of the university, and from this discourse was
born the great books colleges. Thev felt that education
should be about reading great texts and acquainting
oneself with the best of what has been thought and said
from history. However, let's be practical here - it's hard

enough to find a job with an English or Art major, let
alone a degree in great books. Thus, when our dear
university decided to integrate this academic style, the
William Penn Honors Program was born - which is.

•/

't/-.

rS^

honors senior thesis.

While students have to be accepted into the Honors
program based off of criteria such as SAT scores and

CPA, they also look deeply into the students aptitude
and passion for diving into great texts, patient
discussion, and writing essays. However, it's plain that

' 'f.

the motives of those at the helm of this endeavor are

there primarily to guide students into deeper thought.
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Latino Heritage Club

IJ.M

The International Justice Mission raises awareness
about sex-trafficking in the Portland area and
internationally.Through campus events, the club seeks
to raise awareness and change the mentality of
students and faculty about sex trafficking.The
International Justice Mission enriches students'

experiences at Fox and gives them purpose.
It provides opportunities for students to connect

with others who are passionate about fighting
injustice. Being a part of this group helps students
grow spiritually and gain fresh perspectives about
prayer.The club hosts various events throughout the
year such as the Stand for Freedom and Chains Shall
We Break events to advocate for victims of injustice.
The International Justice Mission is a dynamic
club that is open to everyone.

Latino Ideritage Club (LHC)is a club that

backgrounds speak what is on their hearts. For

promotes Latin culture awareness, appreciation,
and leadership v^•ith students of Latino and

the LHC and other George Fox students, this has
allowed for students to experience community ina

non-Latino backgrounds. In a broader sense, we seek

ra^^•, empo\^'ering and unique way. In other events

to build community, speak on diverse issues, and put

and club meetings, such as Salsa classes, Fogatas, and

on events that bring George Fox students

Zumba, we have created an environment where

together.Throughout this year we have collaborated
with different departments, and believe we have made
the Latino student voice known on campus. Our most

laughter and joy are the highlights of the night.

notable events have been the spoken word poetry
nights, where students from different
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I therefore reiterate that our club is centered on

building an authentic and strong community, where
the Latin heritage is explored and appreciated.
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Sigma Zeta

I table of periodic properties of the elements
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Sigma Zeta is the Beta Beta chapter of the

The members of the club embrace their own

Sigma Zeta National Science and Mathematics

Honors Society. Qualifying members are eligible to
present research at the annual National Sigma Zeta
Convention in the spring. The club desires to
integrate science with faith, and strives to facilitate

community among the science majors, creating a
space where students can get to know their peers
and professors on a personal level. They seek
opportunities to serve the science departments and
the greater community, including assisting in
hosting the popular Dalton Lectures presented by
prominent Christian scientists.

inherent diversity, and recognize the constant
opportunities to maximize their own potential
in social and academic contexts. Members cite Sigma
Zeta as a fantastic place to get to know professors and
peers in a meaningful way, and hold dear the belief
that relationships shouldn't only be cultivated inside
the classroom. By connecting with each other
both in and out of a school setting, Sigma Zeta
builds a network of encouragement and support

The Ski Club is an organization that strives to connect people with the jov of the outdoors through the art of
shredding snow. On the mountain, club members gain a greater sense of worth and freedom.The club creates

an avenue lor skiing and snowboarding enthusiasts to make new friends and explore Mt Hood in financially practical
ways.1 hrough the Ski Club, students improve as skiers and snowboarders, collaborate with other groups, and gain
experience organizing events.The Ski Club's trips to the mountain create lasting memories that help bridge gaps
with international students as well. It's open to everyone regardless of skill level.

for students in the sciences.
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Psychology Club

Black Student Union and Alliance
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The psychology club builds community by bringing together psychology majors and reaching out to professors.
Psychology students are able to network with one another in the club. Each year, the club hosts fun events such
as an ugly sweater party, bowling nights, and a cookie decorating party to creating lasting memories. By opening up
events to faculty, the psychology club allows students to get to know professors early on and create beneficial
connections for the future.
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The Black Student Union focuses on seeing dif erences as a way to bridge racial barriers. The club brings

awareness to multicultural issues across campus by emphasizing the beauty of diversity. It connects students
of different ethnicities and teaches students to appreciate who they are as indi\'iduals in fun ways. The club helps
students heal from the scars of discrimination and welcomes everyone.
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Chair, Dept. oj Communications

CLELLA JAFFE

When I began teaching at George Fox, it was
still a college, and Ed Stevens was the president.
During my years here, I watched GFC become a
university, build LeShana dorm, purchase and renovate
the Villa Center, begin Serve Day, reinstate a football
program, win national championships in baseball and
women's basketball, build a new stadium, and start the

William Penn Honors Program. I originally came to
teach in the communication department and coach the
speech and debate team. Over the years, I've taught and
advised hundreds of students who are now making a
difference in their communities and their world. I've

freelv talk about Jesus and invite students to e.xplore
ways that Christians might think and act ethically in a
rapidly changing culture. A major highlight of my career
has been my involvement in Juniors Abroad—

beginning in 1997 with my first trip to the British Isles
and France. Other trips included .Spain, Norwav,
Denmark, Iceland, the Netherlands, and Belgium in
Europe, plus Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and
Panama in Central America and China in Asia.

Overall, I am thankful to George Fox for being a place
where I could do the things I love to do — teach, advise,
mentor, travel, and serve.

loved being in an academic setting where I can

Just h^ore crossing through the doorway ofMinthorn,she turned at said matter oJJactlj - "I tell mjstudents: It's
like you're taking an exam, and you're at the essay portion — except you're authoring the essay with the manner

in which you live your life; and the question is, do you really believe what you say you believe about God?"
'Excerpt from conversation with Clella
directly after photo was taken
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SUE O'DONNELL

Associate Professor of Psychology

I have been al Fox since fall of 2001. I was
drawn here hv the atmosphere and tlie Christian

then we are learning about the creation and by
knowing the creation, we will know the Creator.

be authentic in mv faith and mv interactions with

If I had any words of ad^'ice, I would encourage
students to stretch themselves during their college

others, and that I would be able to work with otliers

years, to try new things and live deeply. Too much

who have similar world views. I also appreciated that
Fox is a rigorous academic institution and believers
can honor God wliile striving to be Flis voice to

focus is on success and failure, but this is a time for

the world. In the time I've been here, that promise
has been fulfilled over and over — God is good. My

are different from vou, take a class in an area outside

commitment. I liked that idea tliat I would be able to

most memorable student interactions occur every time
a student "gets it", everv time we see the kingdom
more clearly. When students share deeply of

growth and learning. Take a chance, do something
you've never tried before! Get to know people who

your major, try a new food,learn to knit. Whatever —
just open yourself to the opportunities before you.

themselves, when autlaentic interactions occur.

ByJar the best professor I've had here. She is so dedicated to not only helping her students success hut genuinely learn in her
classes. She even hosts students weekly to watch Survivorfostering a sense ofcommunitv outside classes. Sue is afantastic
professor, and she really knows her stiff. She cares so much about each individual student and that really shows. I've honestlv

learned more in her classes than in any other class 1 ve taken. Sue is afantastic prfessor, and she really knows her sttrf.
She cares so much about each individual student and that really shows.
Anonymous student
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BRENT WILSON

Associate Projessor oj Computer Science

I have laughl here al GFLI lor 20 rears now.The
time has ilown hv.You become truly blessed when

in the end, tliey had a hand in placing more
abandoned children into loving homes.That is
O

vou love vour job and look forward to evervdav. I
can honestly say that has been the case here for me...

well, maybe except for the week before spring break.
That one tends to dras^ on forever! One of the most
memorable moments for me was having one of mv

awesome. My advice for incoming freshman is qtiite
simple... learn, laugh, & love. This is an amazing
place.You will not onlv receive a great education
but vou will make life long friends...
enjoy e^•erv day.

classes work on a software system for an

adoption agency...

No regrets!

Brent is an excellent, dedicated professor. He dedicates so much time to his students, and you can clearlv see that be cares
about them. Even when he and hisfamily were dealing with some challenging health circumstances, he still made sure to
take the time to make up a video lesson so that his students could still learn even though he wasn't able to physically he in
the classroom.Whenever 1 talk with him, he is encouraging and kind and shows that he genuinely cares about me
as a student and a person.
'^Anonymous student

'm
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TIFFANY CALDWELL

Clinical Faculty

Tiffany has worked at George Fox on an adjunct basis tlie past four years and,since 2001, has worked as a staff
nurse in the neonatal intensiye care unit at Proyidence St. Vincent Medical Center in Portland. She also taught
nursing at Clackamas Community College in 2009. As an RN,Tiffany specializes in acute patient care,
staff deyelopment and family adyocacy.

Tiffany works tirelessly with the nursing studentsJrom sophomore to senior year. Much ojour growth as nurses can he
contributed to her guidance. She truly cares about each of us and has a heartfor service. Tffanv is a wonderful and verv
important part ofour nursing program, and the education each student receives during their time at Fo.x. She makes it a

priority to know each student individually, and is genuinely concerned about all of us. I could go on and on about Tiffany's
merits, but will suffice it to say, she truly refects the Christ-centered commitment ofthe University and shines His light into
the lives ofall she meets.
'~Anonvmous student
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SHENANIGANS

Awww, Nuts!
-t' 'syCj

For those of you who took part in youth group during
middle school and high school, I'm sure you recall
the quite unnecessary and frequently humiliating games
that would take place. Sure, shared memories build
community, but is a baby food or Spam eating
competition really necessary in fulfilling that?

It turns out that as a means of hazing, upperclassmen
would have freshman push peanuts across the floor with
their noses in a race format.

1 guess the only thing we can hope for in such a situation
is that 1) you have a secure sense of self, and 2) you're

not allergic to nuts.

Well, I'm sure you're all relieved that you've passed that
stage of adolescence and moved onto the more refined
things in life (i.e. college).

As far as takeaways go - in a weird and roundabout sort
of way - it's cool that the upperclassmen of the past

PSYCH.

were so involved with the incoming students. Given,
we probably shouldn't bring back this tradition (1 don't

Again, the VO's and 80's - they were weird - and one of

should allow it to serve as a reminder to us:

the weird things was how socially acceptable it was to

camaraderie comes in all shapes and sizes.

want to see rug-burn on anyone's nose), but mavbe we

humiliate the freshman class.

-tSs,..,
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ALUMNI ATTESTATION
What role did George Fox play in your personal and vocational
development?

Greg Lutze - Visual Supply Co.
Pay off your loans as quickly as possible.
Grades don't really matter as much as you think.

George Fox played a significant role in who I am as a
person, particularlv as it relates to learning what I did

Overnight success doesn't happen overnight.

and didn't believe. When I look back at mv
time at Fox,
I
J
'

see a person with lots of insecurities trying to figure out
where I fit in as a Christian and a creative person. Even
years later it is a constant struggle, but conversations
with friends and lectures from professors at Fox helped
shape my perspective and point me in the right direction.

Take as many afternoon naps as you can, because vou
won't get to after graduation. Unless, of course, vou are
unemployed.
Think and dream bevond - beyond campus, bevond

Newberg, beyond Portland, beyond Oregon.
What's one Fox memory you have?
What's the real world like?

The time spent with my close friends skateboarding,
playing music and just hanging out. Everyone says you
will move on after graduation and never talk to your

Life after college isn't better or worse. Just different.
And maybe a bit bigger.

college friends, but that has not been true in my life.
Most valued piece ojwisdom you've acquired?
Any adviceJor the students?

Understand how much you don't know and accept that

"I've never had a dream in my life, because a dream is
what you want to do but still haven't pursued. I knew

with humilitv.

what I wanted and did it until it was done, so 11 ived the
dream I wanted to be since dav one."
J

You can be a pacifist but you will still have to fight for
almost evervthing vou believe in.

Aesop Rock

Greg is the co-founder and CCO ofVisual Supply Co. in Emeryville, California.Visual Supply Co. is responsible for
the development of widely-utilized resources for creatives in image processing and more recently, image sharing
and curation via the VSCO Grid. In the summer of 2013, the company released the highly praised rework of their
mobile photography application,VSCOcam, which provides a minimal approach to mobile photo processing and
sharing via social media.

Greg graduated from George Fox University in 2000 with a degree in Marketing and currently resides in the Colorado
Springs area.

The majority ofthe imagesfound within in The Student Collective have been processed with VSCOflm,graciously
provided by Greg Lutze

Visual Supply Co.

Always Moving Forward.
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Greg Lutze
Marketing
Class of 2000

vso

Daniel Briggs
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Megan Arnoldy

Jacob Consen/

Enn Dclhn^cr
Matt Dctntn^
Scan Dcmin^s

Meara Brock

Lacey Carlson
Emily Carlson
Emily Carlson
Katie Carney

Konner Cook

Alhssa DcnDckkcr

Miranda Edwords

Angelo Founopoulos

Alex Gigoux
Heather Gigstad

Golf Brooks

Alexandria Carroll

Damian Cook

Alii Gilbert

Stanton Gn-rn

Yah He

Corw in Carson

Evan Coonev

Ana Ejfingham
Austin Eggcr

Emma Fox

Kalissa Brooks

Damon Deng
Cclia Deng
Ruiging Deng

James Frahm

Brake Gilday

Kara Gi desen

Simone He

Ryan Elder

Tai lor Fraker

Spencer Giles

Hannah Habel

Ruth Headlev

Iw Deniston

Jenna Eliel

Mitchell Franklin

Lauren Gilham

Chantelle Hadeed

Branik Healow

Micah Bristow

Hilary Broadus

Ben Brown

Jessie Carter

Beau Brow n

Ella Carver

Mary Kathleen Conopa
Emilv Conradi

Josue Cooper
Heidi Copko

Alex Ebersole

Leslie Foster

Caleb Gieger

Vicki Guiher

Melissa Echn erri

Emily Foster
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We are glad you are holding this book in your hand. As you flipped

through it, we hope you have felt some connection to this place.The place made up
of beautiful souls. The place where knowledge is graciously given.The place where
creativity is alive. Our hope is that The Student Collective will live beyond
these pages and will serve as a tangible reminder of where you
have been and what is vet to come. Onward.
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Editorial Intern
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Passing Through: A Lesson in Leaving
WORDS BY ANONYMOUS CPU STUDENT

For all intents and purposes, this is as much a
welcome as it is a goodbye to George Fox. It's not

the same one you give upon touring the campus halls,
or at any of the de.signated 'welcome' events, but rather

it s the kind of welcome one gives in retrospect to any
four adjacent walls one has tlie brief opportunity of
calling theii- home. But George Fox can no more be

called a home then veins are to blood, for as blood cells,
we pass through the vein with all of the assurance and

inevitability of those to come without the faintest idea

of where we re going. And that's the beauty it.

